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Preface: How to Use The PMU Manuals:
The PMU Manuals are a resource to the staff and consultants of the
Project Management Unit and District Project Management Units. The
PMU Manuals consist of four volumes:

• Volume I: Project Operations documents the operational
arrangements and procedures for the work of the PMU/DPMUs and
provides terms of reference and samples of operational tools.
Volume 1 constitutes the by-laws of the Society.

• Volume II: Training and Communications documents the PMU’s
Training and Communications strategy and provides resources to
managing these services and provides sample training designs and
related training and technical assistance tools.

• Volume Ill: Monitoring and Evaluation details the strategies,
methods and tools for the monitoring and evaluation system of the
PMU/DPMUs

• Volume IV: Technology provides the Technology Standards and
Design Aids for Water Supply and Sanitation Technology.

Each volume provides a narrative description of the principles, steps,
resources, or sample designs needed to accomplish PMU/DPMU
tasks. Use the manuals as adaptive guides. They are designed in
loose-leaf format so that eath section can be updated based on
accumulated experience. For orientation purposes, new staff should
become familiar with volumes and sections which directly relate to
their own work. The manual should be referred to when needed for
information on specific procedures, resources or tools for the regular
work of the PMU and DPMUs. To facilitate using the manual for
reference purposes summary charts are provided at the end of the
manual.

It should be emphasized that this manual is a working manual and
should be revised with practice and experience. As it stands, it
represents the views of the stakeholders as known to the Author,
pnmarly those of the Bank, the PMU, and to some degree the SOs
and communities. The first step in using the manual is to ensure that
stakeholders, especially communities and SOs, be further consulted
about the strategies provided here and also have a say on key
choices of what to monitor, how it is to be done, and how the results
will be used. Only then will the M&E system remain consistent with
the overarthing vision of a participatory programme.
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Glossary of M&E Terms

Term Definition
Analysis, Interpretation
and Utilization

The systematic organization of information gathered so
that each major stakeholder acts on evaluation findings

Concerns The factors that stakeholders think may threaten the
success of the projects

Evaluation Chakra A framework to develop evaluation designs and
understand the different phases of monitonng and
evaluation

Evidence The product of analysis that infers whether the change
has occurred

Focus The priority questions which the monitoring and
evaluation examines

Impact Monitoring The penodic collection of information to determine
whether project objectives are being achieved as
intended

Indicator A key piece of information or data, which when
monitored measures change

Information Gathering Bringing together quantitative and qualitative information
needed to answer focus questions

Issues Questions about the way a project is planned or carried
out about which reasonable people may differ

Lessons Conclusions that each stakeholder may reach which
allows them to transfer successes to other activities

Monitonng The systematic collection and analysis of information as
a project progresses to improve project effectiveness

Patterns Trends that objectively gathered information seems to
imply

Performance Monftoring The systematic and penodic assessment of the extent to
which contractual agreements are met in accordance
with approved budget and time frame

Process Monitoring The systematic and penodic assessment of how specific
aspects of the efficiency of methods/tools used in
service delivery

Purpose The primary reason why to undertake an evaluation

Reliability The consistency of information gathered from one time to
another

Stakeholders All the organizations and individuals with a stake in the
outcome of the project

Tnangulation The use of two or more independent methods to estimate
impact

Validity The extent to which information measures what it is
supposed to measure
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Section I: Concept and Objectives of the M&E
System

1.1 Introduction.

1.1.1 Monitonng is a continuous internal management activity whose
purpose is to ensure that the project achieves its defined objectives
within a prescribed time-frame and budget. Monitoring involves the
provision of regular feedback on the progress of project
implementation and the problems faced during implementation.
Evaluation is an internal orexternal management activity to assess
the appropriateness of a project’s design and implementation
methods in achieving both specified objectives and more general
development objectives; and to assess a project’s result, both
intended and unintended and to assess the factors affecting the level
and distribution of benefits produced.

Thus Monitoring and Evaluation as a system should provide the
information that project planners, implementers and managers need
for decision making and should help whether a project has been
implemented as planned, what problems need to be resolved, what
expected or unexpected impacts have occurred and what lessons

can be learned for the selection and design of future projects.

1.1.2 M&E as a Cycle: The use of a chakra, or “great wheel” can help
explain the what is meant by evaluation as a process for change. It is
illustrated on the next page.1 The chakra is a guide for understanding
the basic steps or phases of the monitoring and evaluation process. It
is a design framework. While it has the meaning of a cycle or a
process whith repeats, it also stands for evolution. These are:

i) Defining purpose, type and focus
ii) Identification of Indicators
ii) Information Gathering Strategies, Instruments,

Phasing and Scope
iv) Analysis, Interpretation and Use of Information

‘I JacobPfohl, Participatory Evaluation A Users’ Guide,PACT, 19S6, pg 15
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What lessons did
we learn? What
wiii we do
differently?

IN1tRPRETATION

What happened?
How to report
it? Why did
it happen?

Who needs what
information in
what form? Who
interprets the
evidence?

Chart 1-1
Evaluation cbakra

Why dowe need to
evaluate? Who wants it?
For what decisions?

What are the
key ~sues?

What are the
specific
questions we
should answer?
What information
dowe seek and
where?

INFORMATION
GAThERING

Whith methods do
we use to gather
information” Who
participates? When?

1.1.3 Participatory M&E and Accountability: In the UP RWSES Project
approach, M&E is designed to both promote the empowerment of the
community to participate in M&E, while also ensuring adequate flows
of information to the other stakeholders at other levels in the project
through more conventional methods. To understand the need for
striking the balance between participatory and conventional M&E, we
must first review what is meant by a participatory model and other
models. In participatory M&E we assume that community participants
have the ability to direct their own deve(opment projects and
schemes when conditions and opportunities for human growth are
provided. The emphasis of participatory M&E is on behavior, the
ability of people to participate with their full creative potential as
individuals and as part of community groups such as tapstand groups
and VWSCs. Project inputs are a means to capacitate the person, as
well as to provide water supply or increase access to sanitation
facilities. To facilitate this kind of monitoring, a number of sample
methods and tools have been developed for monitoring to be
conducted by the users. The information collected is of immediate
use at the community level for tracking progress, learning lessons
and taking corrective action. Results of participatory community
monitoring can also be compared with and contribute to studies

PURPOSE! FOCUS

ANALYSIS

I-tow do we anaiyze
the information
to produce
evidence?
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conducted by SAs, specially chosen to do independent studies Oust
before mid-term review).

1.1.4 Conventional M&E Frameworks: The logical framework
approach, and cost-benefit analysis, and related quantitative
assessments of impact are approaches to evaluation which are
important to various stakeholders in the UP RWSES Project. The
logical framework or “log-frame” approach is based on a
management-by-objectives concept. In this approach, broad goals
are achieved by contributions of individual project components when
they achieve their immediate objective orpurpose. “Inputs”, such as
human and financial resources, help produce uoutputs~or tangible
accomplishments. The logical framework emphasizes specificity of
goals and objectives so that changes can be easily monitored and
progress assessed. Evaluation looks at the transformation of inputs
to outputs, outputs to purpose, and purpose to goals. Monitoring
helps to keep track of how inputs are affecting outputs, and how
outputs are leading to the completion of project objectives, Impact
evaluation looks as how the purpose of a project is being achieved as
major project intervals. A number of formal studies are planned for
ongoing impact monitoring, including KAP studies to assess baseline
information, hygiene and sanitation practices. Determine incremental
changes in per capita consumption and assess time changes.

1.2 Objectives of Monitoring and Evaluation

The broad objectives of M&E are to:

(a) Strengthen the capacity of each relevant stakeholder in the
project to play its respective role effectively and in a mutually
supportive way

(b) Strengthen the project activities by way of continuous
assessments of their quality and scope

(C) To provide information at regular intervals on the progress of
each element of the project and to compare progress with
the stated objectives

1.3 Levels of Monitoring & Evaluation:

Throughout the duration of M&E efforts it is important to distinguish
between assessments of the overall project level, the SO level, and the
community specific level.

(a) At the project (PMUIDPMU) level, which in turn reflects
on the viability of the strategic objectives of the project of
introducing a demand driven and decentralized approach
into the rural water supply sector as a whole, the focus is
on assessing the performance and capacity of each
category of actors (i.e. the PMUIDPMU, the SO, the SA,
and the scheme/user committee) rather than on any
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specific actor as such. A primary function of the M&E at
this level is to provide assessments of the approaches,
methodologies, instnjments, and procedures embodied
in the various operational manuals as well as in the
working modalities of the PMU as such.

(b) At the SO level, the focus is on the PMU/DPMUs, and
specific SOs their ability to play an effective intermediary
role, both in terms of absorbing the support provided by
the project, in providing the required level of professional
services to the sthemes/communities, and in allowing for
an increasing community management over the scheme
cycle.

(C) At the community level, the focus is on the viability and
functionality of the scheme in its own socio-economic and
ecological environment, aswell as on the effective
ownership of the community.

Although all deal with the same subject matter - the
effectiveness and sustainability of the community
schemes promoted through the project - each level
requires its own specific approach and type of
information, corresponding to the different set of roles,
responsibilities and of the relevant stakeholders.

1.4 Roles and Responsibilities of Communities, SOs,
SAs, and the PMU/DPMUs:

1.4.1 The general roles of each stakeholder in M&E is as follows:

i) Communities:
Communities are responsible to undertake their own
community impact monitoring about their communities,
and to help gather and analyze impact information as
needed. They will use this information to make or
improve their decisions on matters over which they
have control. They are also responsible to provide
information needed by SAs/PMU regarding contract
compliance, as well as to assess aspects of services
provided to them, e.g., by SOs.

ii) Support Organizations (SOs):
SOs are responsible for training and assisting
community members in impact monitoring at the
community level. They are also responsible to provide
information needed by SAs/DPMUs regarding their
own performance and compliance with agreements
reached with communities and the PMU. Through
regular review meetings, they also help to assess the
performance of the DPMUs, SAs, and PMU in
supporting them to complete their work, as well as the
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effectiveness of the processes, methods, procedures
and instruments of the project.

iii) Service Agencies (SAs):
SAs are engaged in a variety of functions related to
M&E. Firstly, they conduct impact monitoring
(Health KAP studies and site appraisals) for

assessment of impact of project services, SAs also
supplement, as needed, DPMUs in construction
monitoring during the Implementation Phase. They are
also responsible for formal audits of the SOs and
contracts for SOs/subprojects. SAs will be recruited
for longer term impact and strategic studies. Such
longer term studies will include assessments of the
performance of the PMU, in which case they will
provide an independent report.

iv) District ProjectManagement Units (DPMUs):
The main function of the DPMU is to provide
monitoring services in a supportive manner to SOs and
communities. DPMUs, through their portfolio
managers, are primarily responsible for the overall
performance of SOs in the Planning and
Implementation Phases. As needed, they recruit SAs
to supplement them in performance and construction
monitoring. DPMU staff also facilitate process
monitoring by recruiting SAs. They also help to guide
SAs in completing impact assessments (Health KAPs
and site appraisals) at the scheme level.

v) Project Management Unit (PMU):
The PMU is responsible for facilitating the overall
establishment and functioning of the M&E system, and
for ensuring diffusion and use of information to all
stakeholders involved in service delivery, as well as at
overall project management and policy levels. They
are responsible to analyze data emerging from the
field, and adopt and change approaches,
methodologies, norms, and procedures so as to
enhance achievement of project objectives. The PMU
is also responsible to coordinate regional and annual
meetings to assess performance, process, impact
lessons with all stakeholders. The PMU also provides
quarterly and annual reports on project progress, and
assists in deriving and sharing longer term
strategic/policy lessons from the project.
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Section II: Types of Monitoring and
Evaluation

In support of M&E objectives, five types of M&E Interventions have been

identified with their related purposes:

2.1 Performance Monitoring

2.1.1 Purpose:

To identify areas where corrective measures or improvements may be
required, and by whom. This is done through a focus on the capacity,
quality, and compliance of each main participating partner in project
implementation. As such it relies on, and serves to enhance, a dear
understanding of the overall distribution of roles and responsibilities
within the project;

Performance monitoring is the key to the projecVs ability to maintain or
improve itself as an effective vehicle for RWS-ES improvements. It
involves both self assessment and shanng of assessment of others in as
transparent a manner as is possible. At the same time, information
gained should be shared with the relevant project partners and acted
upon quickly and decisively. As the project establishment itself (the PMU
and the DPMU5) is not an executing agency but a combination of a
facilitating/supporting/and funding body, the monitoring of the
performance of the project becomes in large part a monitoring of how the
different parties engaged in its implementation fulfill their respective
functions as outiined in the Project Cyde. A key feature of the
performance monitoring therefore becomes that of monitoring the project
cyde along its critical events or activities, in addition to monitoring the
scheme specific outcomes as such.

2.1.2 Focus:

The basis against which the performance of the project is to be
monitored is threefold:

1. The capacity of the various parties to enact their respective roles and
responsibilities. This implies a focus on:

• the extent to which the community demand is translated into an
increasingly effective and active management as assessed
over schemes, over the project cycle, and over batches (i.e. the
community as owner/users rather than beneficiaries/recipients)

• the extent to Which the SOs can provide both a transparent and
effective intermediary role (i.e., as site- and context-specific
independent consultants to the communities rather than as
standardised government lines/contractors)

• the extent to which PMU/DPMU can provide the required level
of professionaVtechnical screening and guidance as well as the
administrative support (i.e., to ensure optimal efficiency).

12



2. The compliance with contractual arrangements, plans, and
agreements that govern the activities funded through the project. This
implies a focus on:

• contractual compliance with respect to inputs, outputs, and
activities

• financial management with respect to sound accounting,
procurement, and asset management

3. The quality standards or improvement criteria laid down for project
outputs. This implies a focus on:

• effectiveness of materials procurement
• design and construction of key components
• extent and scope of community involvement underlying

scheme proposals and their execution

It should be noted that the process of answering these questions will
contribute, in itself, to building stakeholders’ capacities, improving
compliance, and enhancing quality of project outputs.

2.1.2 Indicators:

Indicators for Assessing the compliance of various Institutional
Partners to contractual obligations:

Planning Phase:

SO: (2nd Payment, Planning Phase)
- satisfactory narrative/financial reports
- project staff hired, trained, working
- HESA sessions underway as planned
- CAP Sessions underway at Cluster level
- ‘Agree to do’ meeting successfully completed
- Monitoring Activities (Community Monitoring) Completed
- tapstand groups formed
- Optional NFE classes underway as planned

SO: (3rd Payment, Planning Phase)
- Narrative/financial Completion Report acceptable
- VWSC formed completely
- capital cash contributions made and accepted
- O&M cash contribution made and accepted
- Community Action Plan (CAP) is completed
- Implementation Proposal is submitted
- Design! estimate is submitted
- All Phase Activities Completed

PMU/DPMU:
- technical and financial support as per stipulation and time plan

Implementation Phase:

13



CommunityNWSC:
- fulfillment of ‘agree-to-do’ provisions
- O&M plan and caretaker arrangements
- transparent accounting

SO:(2nd payment, Implementation Phase)
- narrative/financial reports accepted
- Conditions for part payment #2 (construction Materials) met
- Plans A1-A9 are being implemented as per CAP in all dusters
- VMW training, WDI workshop, VWSC construction management,

VWSC treasurer and any other specified training completed
- Part 1 of construction activities completed as per standards
- SO has submitted documents regarding Payment #2, delivery of

non-local materials, transfer of WDI and HSL subsidies funds,
statement of joint books of accounts, proforma invoices for part2
of construction non-local materials

SO: (3rd payment Implementation Phase)
- Project Completion and financial reports acceptable
- All phase activities completed
- Community Monitoring completed
- Payment #3 formats completed certifying completion of all activities
- Activities A1-A9 are completed satisfactorily, induding construction
- brand names of materials used are same as those on pro-forma

invoices
- All training’s planned are undertaken (VMW, VWSC)
- SO has submitted documents including payment #3 formats, joint

bank statements, evidence of regular O&M collection, savings have
been transferred to VWSCs’ own account

DPMU:
- support/supervisory visits in connection with critical components

PMU:
- processing/coordination as per Implementation Plan

Indicators regarding the capacity of the various institutional
players:

CommunityNWSC:
- existence of records and accounts
- existence of time sheets and construction journals
- functional arrangements for O&M (scheme mechanic; tapstand

care-takers; regularised system of contributions)
SO:
- permanence of staffdeployed;
- degree to which SO is integrated with project area communities
- quantity of field visits and durations
- consistency of leadership

DPMU
- permanence of staff; frequency and distribution of site visits;
- lead time between request for support/guidance and provision

14



PMU- permanence of staff;

- lead time in processing project cycle;

Indicators for assessing the Quality of Output

Planning Phase

- relative existing service level of proposed sites (reach)
- no. of qualified approvals and rejections of Implementation Proposals

Implementation Phase:

- no. of schemes constructed as per designs
- incidence of sub-standard critical construction points
- no. of trained village volunteers functioning at end project certification

(over category)
- proportion of tapstands/ connections in working order at end project

certification
- no of improvements undertaken since construction (source protection,

watershed management)

For monitoring the Planning Phase the following instruments will be
used:

• DPMU second payment visit report. Agree-to-do site visit report,
periodic support visits as may be required, and PMU/SA site
appraisal reports;

• SO narrative/financial reports in connection with payment claims
and completion report accompanying Implementation Proposals;

• VWSC records on (or narration of) community and SO
time/activity (as maintained by the VWSC).

For monitoring the Implementation Phase the following instruments will
be used:

• DPMU second payment visit report,
• SO narrative/financial reports in connection with payment claims,

including Implementation Contract Completion Reports (ICCRs);
• Portfolio Manager Scheme Completion Reports (SCRs);
• other DPMU monitoring visit reports;
• VWSC daily logs, time sheets, store ledgers and accounts,

records of meetings.

2.1.3 Scope:

15



(a) Planning Phase. The roles of the various parties during this phase
are:

• PMU: making availabie the financial and technical inputs
agreed upon; plan and coordinate training; assess and
appraise the final proposals; ensure compliance with activities
and conditions agreed upon; provide overall guidance to SOs;

• DPMU: provide and coordinate inputs to SOs as per
agreements, supervise the activities carried out by the SAs,
follow up scheme level activities;

• SO: undertake the required mobilisation and training activities
as per the agreement, facilitate and promote an active local
participation in the community action planning; facilitate and
actively assist the constitution of a representative VWSC;
introduce and train committee members in the procedures
required to enable their active management of inputs and
assets during the implementation phase; assist the community
in translating the community action plan into a formal and
viable scheme proposal;

• Community: cash contribution as per agreement, under the
guidance and support of the SO undertake mobilisation
activities and generate information as required; constitute a
representative water committee; generate a publidy endorsed
community action plan.

Monitoring: The main thrust of the performance monitoring of the
Planning Phase centres around the lead facilitating role of the SOs
during this phase (extending the reach of public subsidies in RWS-ES
improvements to the localities with a relatively lower service level,
articulating and institutionalising the demand for feasible improvements,
and providing the professional inputs for turning this demand into viable
investment proposals).

(b) Implementation Phase:

The roles of the different participating parties are:

• Community/VWSC: ‘client supervision’ and quality control
during implementation; mobilise and coordinate labour inputs;
together with the SO operate the joint bank account and
undertake procurement as per specifications; maintain planning
documents and VWSC records, stock registers, and accounts
in a transparent manner~

• SO: strengthening the capacity of VWSC towards being an
effective co-manager of the implementation; provide or make
available to the community the required level of technical
guidance and professional assistance; in consultation with
VWSC assist in the procurement of materials; promote and
assist activities as agreed upon in the tri-partite contract;

• DPMU: monitor, and effectively act upon, the respective
performance of the SOs and the VWSCs; assess execution of
critical works/inputs; provide preventive and promotional

16



guidance to SOs as required; administrate financial and other
inputs as stipulated in the contracts;

• PMU: coordinate overall inputs and training activities; guide and
support DPMUs; ensure adequate financial control and
transparency throughout the project; plan, contract and
administer SA inputs; on the recommendation of the DPMUs
initiate action on contractual matters vis a vis SOs and VWSCs.

Monitoring: The performance monitoring during this phase must be
based on, and lend support to, a changing pattern of roles and
responsibilities - both between this phase and the preceding one, and
within this phase itself. While the project’s centre of gravity during the
pre-planning phase is the PMU, and during the Planning Phase the SOs,
the Implementation Phase is charactensed by a decisive emergence of
the VWSC as the managerial and institutional kingpin of the project. The
function of the performance monitoring is correspondingly to reflect the
extentof such a shift when following up the capacity, compliance, and
quality of output of the various parties.

Of special importance is that the DPMU, during the course of its
interaction with the communities and SOs, assesses the capacity of the
participating SOs against the key indicators used at the point of original
SO selection (Operations Manual, Section 3.2.). This will form an
important element in promoting compliance as well as capacity of the
SOs, individually and as a category within the delivery system as a
whole. It is similarly important that the DPMU, in dialogue with the
VWSC, reviews the community capacity and ability to take an active role
as clients of the construction and implementation of the integrated
schemes, both against the provisions laid down in the tri-partite
implementation contracts and in terms of their future responsibilities as
managers of the tangible and non-tangible assets created.

Since performance monitoring is considered critical, it is undertaken in
100% of SOs and scheme communities, and includes assessment of
PMU/DPMU and SA interactions with all those communities. Contract
compliance aspects of performance monitoring is in practice a
dialogue - SONWSC submit proposals, financial reports and
payment requests. These are then verified by the SAs/portf ollo
managers’ site visits and payments are either recommended or
rejected.

The SOs will conduct self-monitoring as part of this system. This in
practice means, that the SOsIVWSCs fill the monitoring formats
describing the status/quality of the product and then, depending on
the past record and performance of the SOsNWSCs in question, a
portfolio manager or SA is sent to verify the facts presented.
Financial audits are held at the end of the Planning Phase (informal)
and after final payment visits and Scheme Completion Reports are
completed.

The chart below lists the activities of performance monitoring, their
sequence and who undertakes which activit~i.

~ctMt4e~ uadertake~ytbefiQ F~matrSot~c~~t, j Mo~d¼~r~gan~E~uatio~a~ .un4ertaken J
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Inkn~on by the PMU~e~e~ency -

. .‘ . ,.

from SO Planning Phase Proposal
Planning Phase Contract Planning Phase

Contract
First paymentas an advance

in the community Implementation Proposal
and a second payment Planning Phase 2nd Pmt

asked to fill the M & E Request, narrativelflnancial
the indicators are report

Plans prepared in the

2nd Payment performance and
process monitoring report,
Payment Authorization form

second payment visit, compliance to the contract,
Terms of Reference and the proposal are verified
Payments recommended or rejected This includes the
~Agreeto do’ Visit Report

Implementation Phase Implementation Phase
completion report, financial Proposal,
request Planning Phase Completion

Report, Financial Report
The PMU or SA undertakes Financial Audit

Implementation Proposal Site
Appraisal Report

site appraisal of the Implementation Phase Proposal
Acceptable Implementation Phase Proposal will
manifest the compliance and third payment will be
recommended

nase:t
PMU sign the Implementation Implementation Phase

proposal attached Contract
First payment as an advance, Part Payment for the non-
local materials

construction and software

and a second payment Implementation Phase 2nd
be asked to fill the Pmt Request, narrative and

formats financial report,
Construction Monitoring
Formats

Construction Monitonng by DPMU/SA to verify SO
Reports and provide TA

2nd Payment performance
/process monitonng reports,
Authorization Form

Second payment visit, compliance to the contract
Terms of Reference and the proposal are verified
Payments recommended or rejected

activities continue
Phase Contract Implementation Phase

financial report and the Completion Report, financial
report and 3rd payment
request
SCR, or ICR venfication
Report

Third payment visit Construction quality and software
activities verified based on the ICCR

PM’s Scheme Completion
Report

Portfolio Manager reviews the ICCR and the site
verification by SA The Portfolio Manager then produces
the Scheme Completion Report Pending on the
satisfactory performance ofthe SO and quality of work
in the field, final payment is recommended

Financial Audit Report The PMU hires an SA to conduct Audit

In pursuing, and responding to, the performance monitoring it is
important the keep in mind the different strengths and weaknesses of the
various SOs.

2.2 Process Monitoring

2.2.1 Purpose:
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To assess the content, usefulness, and momentum of approaches
advocated by the project as its carrying operational pnnciples This
implies analyses over scheme implementation, over project cycle, and
over batches. Lessons learned will be utilized to continuously improve
institutional arrangements, procedures, training/communications and
other interventions, as well as feed into longer term/policy level
assessments in Strategic Monitoring.

As laid down in the Operations Manual, the UP-RWSES Project is
guided a series of approaches and concepts that constitute the essence
of its operational strategy and at the same time set it aside from other,
earlier or ongoing, RWSES programs. It is therefore crucial to monitor
the extent to Which these approaches actually permeate project
implementation, aswell as the extent to which they effectively enhance
the quality and scope of the project activities. Such a monitoring of the
processes set in motion through the project does not easily lend itself to
direct decisions in concrete instances, and its purpose is indeed different.
What it thes to do is to provide each relevant stakeholder and
participating body with a perspective on the strength, weaknesses and
risks involved in a venture that is more than just ensuring a more
effective delivery system. Its focus is not on contracts or products, but on
what happens in between these. In so doing it lays the basis for
continuously improving instruments and procedures adopted.

2.2.2 Focus:

Process Monitoring focuses on whether, and the degree to which,
specific institutional arrangements, procedures, instruments, norms,
interventions, human resource development approaches, training and
communications techniques and tools, and processes utilized in the
project support the values, or carrying concepts of the Project. The
carrying concepts that should guide project implementation are, as per
the Operations Manual, the following:

• a demand led and decentralised approach, which emphasizes
strengthening the role of local organisations in service delivery, and
the role of Govt. in facilitating human resource development,
monitoring and regulation;

• effective ownership, management, and operations of RWS-ES
assets by the village communities;

• enhancement of the role of women;
• participatory decision-making in all phases of project implementation

with a thoice of a wide range of water supply and environmental
sanitation technologies and behavour changes, reflecting community
preferences;

• user cost conthbution and cost recovery for capital and O&M costs
respectively;

• a balanced and integrated approach as between improved hygiene
and behaviour and sanitation on one hand, and augmentation of
water supplies on the other,
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• a strong emphasis on environmentally sound approaches, induding
source management, catthment protection, and overall watershed
management

• a strong monitoring and evaluation system

2.2.3 Indicators:

For an initial project period, the following focus issues were identified by
the PMU and consultants. In Process Monitoring, the focus should shift
as significant issues emerge. The strategy provided below, and related
tools, should be seen as a starting point. Of particular focus at the
beginning of the project is whether and how CAP processes, and related
training and methods, are successful in enabling community decision-
making and choices. This is important to see if there is a “paradigm” shift
as sought by the project is indeed occurring, given that many PMU staff,
and some SO staff, are unfamiliar with participatory approaches. Stress
is also given to how VWSCs are formed and trained, and whether or not
formation strategies, procedures and related training are functional. The
CAP process and community organization are both underpinnings of the
Project Strategy.

Stakeholders are also keen to see if the measures taken to ensure
greater roles for women as a project approach are indeed working, and
how. Fourthly, priority is given to whether measures to ensure cost
recovery are adequately functioning, and how. Fifthly, focus is chosen
on the effectiveness of procedures, criteria and training meant to bring
about environmental action plans and related changes. Sixth priority was
given to determining whether the project~straining and efforts are
successfully balancing physical changes in RWS-ES with attention to
behavioural changes related to hygiene and sanitation. Finally, priority
was given to institutional arrangements, although whetherand how they
are working may only be known in the latter stages of the project. Still, at
this stage, it is essential that information begin to be collected and
analyzed.
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Process MonitonngInformationGatherin~Strategy:

Process M&E
Whether,andthedegreeto which spedfic
institutionalarrangements,piocethffes,
in~uments,no,’rns, b~te,venbons,,framingand
commur~icationstechniquesandtools, and
pocessesui~zedu~theprojectsuppoitof the
ProjectPromote:

CAP Process, SO training, SARAR’PRA
methods:
- A demandled approach, with participatory
decision-maldng in all phases of project
implementation, including a choice and range
of water and sanitation technologies,
reflecting community preferences

VWSCTraining, Mgt. tools:
effective ownership, management and
sustained operation and maintenance of
RWS-ES assets by village communities

Procedures,Critena, Training, HESAIWD1
~nterventons, PMUstaffselectionprocesses
- enhancement of the role of women

Procedures,Cntena,Training
- usercost contnbutiori and cost recovery for
O&M costs respectively

Procedures, Ciitena and Training
- environmentally sound approaches

ProceduresandTraining.
- a balanced approach between improved
hygiene behaviour and sanitation on the one-
hand, and augmentation of water supplies on
the other.

InstitutionalArrangements:
- a decentralized, community based approach
to RWSES
with strengthened role of local organizations
in service delivery and role of Government as
facilitator, regulator, monitonng agency2

- No of CAP Sessions Undertaken
- If/how Participatory Tools used in CAP
- nos. and types of choices, including technical options,
discussed by communities as part of CAP

- Use of Indigenous knowledge and technical practices
in the Design

- % households participating in CAP Sessions
- % households participating in community monitonng

- Regularity of WISC Meetings
- No. ofdisputes vis successful resolution
- mechanisms In place for regular collection of O&M
- Utility and simplicity of mgt. and reporting tools used

by VWSC

- No. and proportion of women in construction work,
tapstand committees, VWSC, NFE/HESA, and in
PRIGs/EHGs related activities

- types of decisions taken by women as part of
communityaction planning

- Women’s role in M&E
- % women in PMU/DPMU Mgt

- percentage of communities agreeing to make
contributions and actually providing at end of Planning
Phase

- % communities successfully raising capital
contnbutions

- % households making regular O&M contnbutions

- % proposals meeting environmental requirements
- types of mitigation measures employed

- % village discussions of water supply vs sanitation
and health

- quality and quantity of sanitation and health and
environmental sanitation education activities built into
CAPs

- nature and instance of support asked for by, orgiven
to, the SO
SO’s increased technIcal and social development
capacity

- increased roles of communitiesand local SOs in
service delivery

- comparisons with other projects in sector
• No arid type of newroles assumed by PMU and
Gov’t agencies in facilitating, regulating and
monitorinci RWS-ES activities

PRE-PLANNING PHASE
- Site Appraisal Information of
prefeasiblity Information

PLANNiNG PHASE
- Use of Structured Dialogues
with the Community focus
groups using participatory tools
during informal visits by SAs
(not payment Approval Visits)

IMPLEMENTATiON PHASE

- Use of Structured Dialogues
with the Community focus
groups using participatory tools
dunng informal visits by SAs
(not payment Approval Visits)

Regional Review Stakeholders
Meeting

- Annual Review Stakeholders
Meeting

final indicatorwill be studiedonly afterseveralbatchesof projectshavebeencompleted

Type and Focus of M&E Indicators Information
GathennglTiming
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2.2.3 Scope:

(a) Planning phase:

As virtually all of the guidelines and carrying concepts laid down for the
project are given their shape during the planning phase it is of vital
importance that information is systematically gained as to the nature and
content of its activities. This is particularly important during the first batch
in order to gain insights to feed back into training, into contractual
arrangements, and into the role of the PMUIDPMU. The basic tool to be
used for process monitoring during the Planning Phase is structured
dialogues at the community level undertaken by DPMU staff during
supportive site visits (as distinguished from the more formal events of
payment visits). For each SO, focus group sessions are held with the SO
team and at least two village sites per so during the latter part of the
Planning Phase. Sample Focus Group Tools are provided in Chapter 4
of this Manual, which relate to the indicators identified for process
monitoring.

(b) Implementation Phase:

The basic tool to be used for process monitoring of this phase is again
through recurrent visits by DPMU/SA staff (de-linked from the formal
inspections/payment visits) at least once during the envisaged 12-month
period, and undertaken towards completion of the distribution system of
the scheme. Tools for these visits are provided in the following section.

A compilation and profile of the information generated shall be put
together by the DPMU and submitted to PMU (Monitoring Unit) for use in
the central M&E analysis and reports (Quarterly, Annual, etc.), and for
dissemination and discussion at the annual Project Consultative and
Monitoring Meetings.

2.3 Impact monitoring

2.3.1 Purpose:

To assess the extent to which the schemes, sub-projects, and other
RWS-ES services aspects of the Project as a whole actually promote
the project objectives. This impact monitoring also feeds into longer
term/policy level assessments in Strategic Monitoring.

The UP-RWSES Project has two levels of objectives. One level is
strategic, in terms of what long range effect the Project is having on
the sector by identifying and implementing an appropriate policy
framework for sector reform, and as part of that, to introduce and test
alternatives to the current supply driven approach to service delivery.
This will be defined as a part of Strategic Monitoring in the next
section. At the more immediate level, impact regarding the project’s
package of investments (in actual services) needs to be measured
Impact Monitoring focuses on that level: whether and to what degree
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the project has delivered sustainable health benefits through
improvements in water and sanitation services, improved rural
incomes through time savings and income earning opportunities for
women, and promoted greater awareness and local management
capacity regarding gender, sanitation and environmental
management.

Impact monitoring is different from the other types of monitoring. First
of all, it is more direct in the sense that its basic concern is whether or
not the objectives of the project are being reached, not with how
things were done or whether other (perhaps equally important) side
effects were gained. In that sense it is more of a ‘yes or no’
monitoring, seeking to provide an answer to the main clients of the
project - at the scheme level for the community, and at the project
level Govt. of UP (and The Bank) - as to whether or not the
institutional, financial, and time investment is sound.

2.3.2 Focus:

Whereas both performance and process monitoring have as their
main audience the project implementers, the focus of impact
monitoring is to provide the clients with information, in this case the
Govt. of UP (and to a certain extent the Bank), as accountable
stakeholders of the project, and the community as actual owners of
the schemes in order to enable them to assess their own
achievements and the roles of the PMU, DPMU as well as the SOs.

Furthermore, the information to be provided revolves around the
objectives laid down for the project at the project level as well as at
the scheme community level. As such, impact monitoring is also the
one that most clearly distinguishes the different levels, and the
different information needs of the different levels. Monitoring for the
Government and The Bank, as well as for other stakeholders external
to the village, will be referred to as Impact Monitoring.

2.3.3 Indicators:

At the Project Services Level, there are three overall objectives
against which impact of project services should be monitored. These
can be broken down into the various project level with respect to
indicators as well as methodology as follows (next Page):
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ImpactM&E

-sustainable health and hygiene
benefits to the rural population
through Improvements in water
supply and environmental
sanitation

Economic Imnact
- time savings and reduction in
domestic drudgery through
greateraccessibirity

- ERR, BCR
- Strengthened base and potential
for gender-sensitive economic
development
through time-savings and
enhancing income earning
opportunities for women

Health
Diarrhea morbidity
Diarrhea mortality

Source of Water Use
- type of water source
- use of protected source
- Animal/human waste around source
- water quality test
-water consumed per capita

Personal Hygiene
- hand washing practices
- frequency of bathing and washing

Domestic Hygiene
- improved water handling storage and use
- Food handling and use
- absence of children’s feces around house
- animals are penned
- latnne use by children and adults

Time Sayings
- average number of tnps per day per
household to carry water

- weighted average length of time needed for
round tnp to the source, including going,
waiting time and returning

- wage rate
- cost of scheme
- increased time available for income
generation

- linkages made to credit opportunities and
markets
for women in project villages

- no. of women participating in NFE activities
- training opportunities for women in RWS-ES

Environmental Sanitation and Environmental
Mitigation

- Waste water absent around house
- use of compost pits
- drainage around water source
- protection of water sources
- nature and instances of community
~p~~rvationo1 catchment areas

Proiect Level
- Purposefully selected KAP studies at end
of project and on 3 year recurrent basis
(post implementation)

-Pnmary source is site appraisal of
Feasibility Studies (before scheme) and
Scheme Completion Report verifying
Implementation Contract Completion Report
(after scheme)

- source of information about other economic
benefits are class attendance records,
training records, and process rnonltonng
reports

- Health KAP
- proposals, ICRs,SCRs

2.3.4 Scope: Impact Monitoring is tightly tied to the project cycle,
as described below:

Health & Hygiene Impact:
With regard to health & hygiene impact, KAP studies are conducted
by DPMUs/SAs once, in the early stages of the planning phase, and
secondly, after construction and before the end of the
Implementation phase. Baseline Health Data (KAP) studies are
undertaken to establish baseline information on hygiene and
sanitation to assess changes in hygiene and sanitation practices,
determine changes in per capita consumption and assess time
savings. The task involves observing personal hygiene, and domestic
and environmental sanitation in addition to detailed information on

Type and Focus of
M&E

Indicators Instruments for
Information Gathering

- Increased sanitation awareness
and local environmental
management capacity
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water consumption per householdfday, time per trip (in water fetching
task) and total time spent in water collection tasks (per household).
The scope of these studies is one village per SO, or initially about
2001o of the first batch. (As part of Strategic monitoring, they will also
be completed 3 years and 5 years after scheme completion, at least
for the first batch of projects).

Economic Impact:
Precise data for time savings is obtained from two primary sources:

- Befoie the scheme: the pre.-feasibility study and related site
appraisal which confirms the existing situation at the end of
the planning phase, and

- After the scheme is implemented: through the
Implementation Contract Completion Reports (ICCRs) as
confirmed by the appropriate site appraisals and Scheme
Completion Reports, in which the portfolio managers confirm
the information of the ICCRs. Data can include 100°Joof
schemes as these proposals/reports are available for all
schemes. Time savings measurements taken as part of KAP
can be used to cross-check results.

Mitigation of Environmental Impacts:
Data is taken from Implementation proposals and subsequently from
site appraised ICCRs/SCRs, when available during the project cycle.
Data can include 100% of schemes as these proposals/reports are
available for all schemes.

2.4 CommunityMonitoring:

2.4.1 Purpose:

To enable users at the community level to monitor their own progress as
per objectives they have set in their own action-planning. As such,
community monitoring will stress villagers’ self-assessment of changes
in impact overtime, but also include elements of monitoring the
performance of other stakeholders (SOs, DPMU, PMU) as well as
assessment of the processiintenientions they have experienced as part
of completing their schemes.

2.4.2 Focus:

Community level managers, and the community at large, need to
measure their own progress in order to improve their situation and
sustain public commitment to the investment in water and sanitation,
and especially to reinforce sensitive changes in behaviour which
would be required to achieve and sustain overall achievement in
each scheme’s objectives. As managers, villagers need to be
involved in selection of focus questions themselves. However,
sample focus questions may revolve around the following items:
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(I) What health benefits and improvements in personal
hygiene, domestic hygiene/sanitation, and
environmental sanitation practices are occurring over
time in our village?

(ii) What are the specific changes occurring in terms of
the physical environment? What changes are
occurring in terms of facilities being brought closer to
dwellings, replacing polluted sources, or in terms of
providing larger quantities of water? What sanitation
improvements (latrines, wastewater, and solid waste)
have occurred, and where? What is the status of
physical sources, the catchment area, and their
protection?

(iii) In terms of time saved, how much have women been
able to utilize free time to improve their lives? How did
they use time before the project and how did they use
it afterwards? What new activities, if any, are the
women able to undertake?

(iv) Are the SOs involved in the project providing services
as agreed to the village? Are services of quantity,
quality agreed and are they being provided on a timely
basis?

2.4.3 Indicators:

In terms of Impact Monitoring, the indicators will be simpler, but
similar to those used in externally led impact monitoring, except that
villagers will have a choice of which indicators (personal, domestic
and environmental sanitation and practices) they want to utilize.
Secondly, in terms of SO performance, villagers will also identify their
own indicators, but they should conform to what the community has
agreed with the SO for the Implementation Phase. To some degree,
verification of some milestones will also be accomplished through
regular contract management, e.g., when the materials arrive the
villagers will also sign that specified materials have been received
and accepted. Villagers’ daily logs will also be a means by which they
can track achievements against targets regarding actual construction
of schemes.

The following describe, in summary, sample indicators appropriate to
community monitoring:

Impact:
- old water use patterns and new ones after scheme completion
- changes in use of time by village women
- changes in relative wealth status of each villager as determined

by villagers
- actual physical changes (new installations, new plantations in

catchment areas), i e., actual increase in village assets
- amount of money in O&M Fund
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- changes in specific hygiene and sanitation practices (e.g.,
handwashing, disposal of infant feces, use of latrines,
improvements in food and water handling, etc.)

- changes in environmental situation (source protected, drainage
around taps, nurseries started, trees planted, composting, etc.)

Performance:
- number of SO visits to the village and time spent and by whom
- technical supervision available when needed from SO
- SO has involved us (villagers) in procurement

Indicators: The SO will assist the community in utilizing a variety of
participatory monitoring techniques:

• Regarding health practices, the Healthy Homes Activity, derived
from PRA will be used, along with SARAR tools such as Pocket
Charts which can help villagers trace their own water
use/sanitation practices.

• Regarding actual physical changes in village assets, community
mapping will help villagers plot actual changes before and after
the project in terms of water supply, sanitation and environmental
improvements. Coloured pins or markers utilized on these maps
can be used to illustrate how well each components, such as
each tap, is functioning.

• Time Use Analysis Cards can be used by village women to track
how they used their time before and after the scheme, and as a
starting point to discuss what changes it has brought to their lives.

• Community Census and Poverty ranking tools can help villagers
keep their own record of improvements in the status of each
family, and whether the system continues to serve the whole
community.

• Wall posters can make village finances transparent, with basic
information about village accounts posted for all to see.

• Daily logs are also useful tools to track construction progress.
• In terms of tracking SO performance, VWSCs can also keep a

wall chart which indicates the type, quantity and ranking of
different services provided as decided in regular VWSC meetings.

All the information derived from such participatory activities should be
displayed as wall maps, charts and murals showing changes as they
occur. Activities can also be repeated, such as healthy homes, on a
regular basis, as a stimulus to actual changes of behaviour. Details of
major Community Monitoring Tools are provided in Section 4.4 (Tabs
L,M,N,O)

2.4.4 Scope:

Community Monitoring should be conducted by all communities, as it
helps to build their own management capacity. Community Monitoring
Activities begin early in the Planning Phase, just as informal cluster
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groups are formed and begin to get involved in the project.
Community Mapping, Healthy Homes, Wealth Ranking and similar
tools are initially part of community investigation. Community Mapping
will also be done after scheme completion so villagers can assess
their accomplishments. The same timing would be appropriate for
time-use analysis and wealth ranking. Healthy homes is also
conducted before HESA sessions, and then again near the end of
the Implementation Phase. However, some groups may want to
continue the effort on a regular biweekly or monthly basis which can
also be an incentive to keep the community clean. As such, it can
become a regular community management tool.

In terms of other community monitoring, the community will keep daily
logs during the implementation phase, and these should be available
to the whole community. Wall charts on SO services can be kept
during both phases, after the VWSC is organized. Certification of
receipt of materials, and certain SO inputs, are confirmed as during
performance monitoring and are a prerequisite for payments.

2.5 Strategic Monitoring

2.5.1 Purpose:

To assess the longer term impacts, as well as summary lessons
learned derived from performance and process monitoring over
time, in terms of the degree to which policy reform objectives of
the project have been achieved. This includes ongoing
assessment of the relevance and content of specific aspects,
processes, or assumptions central to the Project’s strategic
content. Strategic Monitoring serves not only as a learning and
dissemination tool within and beyond the confines of this UP
RWS-ES, but also to ensure that the emerging policy promoted
through the project has sound underpinnings. Information from all
other types of monitoring, listed above, shall also be utilized for
developing these policy/sector level lessons.

Two central Project objectives relate to Policy Reform. One is to
assist the GOUP to identify and implement an appropriate policy
framework to promote long term sustainability of the Rural Water
Supply and Sanitation Sector—another to test alternatives to the
current supply driven service delivery mechanism. Strategic
Monitoring helps determine whether those objectives have met, as
well as broader lessons which contribute to sector work on a regional
and global level.

Related to these longer term policy objectives, there are a number of
institutional, programmatic and policy assumptions around which the
project is built. To some extent, Strategic Monitoring becomes a
question of continuously exposing the project to similar efforts
elsewhere by making it part of a network or ‘strategic alliance’ thereby
both avoiding re-inventing wheels and also to gain a better
understanding of the issues at stake. Such an exchange of
experiences should take place both between the different
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stakeholders within the project through Consultative meetings, and
between peer-stakeholders of different projects by way of study tours
and sharing of information (ibid).

2.5.2 Focus:

The main purpose of strategic monitoring is to provide a platform for
learning (rather than for active decision-making). Related to the policy
reform objectives of the project, several focus questions emerge.
Their primary function is to inspire and inform policy by questioning
the ‘givens’ surrounding both centralized service delivery programs in
general and RWS-ES dogmas in particular. More specifically and in
the context of this project, there are six focus questions that require
sustained attention:

- are the alternative institutional arrangements, project
rules and procedures creating the right incentives: are
they conducive to providing sustainable services
based on what the users want and are willing to pay
for, or are they merely creating another alignment on
how to gain access to public sector largesse at the
community level as well as at the SO level?

- Is the PMU, with the support and guidance provided by
The Bank, able to find means to effectively partner
and sustain relationships with NGOs and Communities
which empower local capacities, i.e., undertake a
facilitative, supportive role, or revert to overly
controlling, quasi-operational roles due to pressures to
retain external accountability? To what degree do,
institutional arrangements, rules and procedures affect
these relationships?

Are project phasing, sequencing of interventions,
participatory training and planning approaches,
technical assistance and communications strategies
sufficient measures for building local decision-making,
technical and management capacities, promoting
greater gender and minority group equity, and
contributing to greater sustainability of local institutions
and assets? Or do communities revert to crisis
management once the project is over, only handling
problems as they crop up?

Does the shift of control in the project move as
planned from the PMUIDPMUs to SOs, to
communities, so that they are fully enabled to
complete community action plans, choose levels of
service, and prepare arrangements for project
implementation and subsequent O&M?
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are there incentives to reduce costs and obtain
efficiency in service delivery including the costs of
intermediation?

- are the criteria for financial or economic viability of the
schemes (e.g., the economic significance of time
savings) sound arbiters for investment decisions and if
so, underwhat contextual or behavioral
circumstances?

2.5.3 Indicators:

To follow up these questions require nothing less than
concurrent thematic assessments, informed by experiences
elsewhere and carried out professionally on a recurrent basis, by
expertise with experience in similar programmes nationally and
internationally. Such assessments can best utilize the information
emerging from Performance, Process and Impact Evaluation studies
and subsequent analyses from Quarterly, Annual, Mid-Term and
Final Reports. It is important that the assessments, even if not
directly relevant for the day-to-day operations of the project, are
carried out and their results disseminated throughout the project
fabric, and shared with similar projects in the region and globally.
The chart below proposes indicators and Instruments for Strategic
Monitoring, but these should evolve with time.
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STRATEGICIMPACT MONITORING
Objectives
- To assisttheGOUP to developand implement a long
tern strategyto improve the overallwaterresources
management in theState of littar Pradeshand to raise
the living standards in rural areas by improving the
delivery of rural water supply and environmental
sanitation services.
- To test alternatives to the current Government led
service delivery mechanism by improving the
capabilities of sector institutions to perform appropnate
roles in support of the demand-led and community
based approach.

Focus Questions
To what degree are policy impact oblectives being
achieved?

Are the alternative Institutional arrangements, project
rules and procedures creating the right incentives: are
they conducive to providing sustainable services based
on what the consumers want and are willing to pay for,
or are they merely creating another alignment of how to
gain access to public sector largesse at the community
level as wall as at the SO level?

Is the PMU, with the support and guidance provided by
The Bank, able to find means to effectively partner and
sustain relationships with NGOs and Communities
which empower local capacities, i.e., undertake a
facilitative, supportive role, or revert to overly
controlling, quasi-operational roles due to pressures to
retain extemal accountability? To what degree do,
institutional arrangements, rules and procedures affect
these relationships?

Are project phasing, sequencing of interventions,
participatory training and planning approaches,
technical assistance and communications strategies
sufficient measures for building local decision-making,
technical and management capacities, promoting
greater gender and minority group equity, and
contnbuting to greater sustainability of local institutions
and assets? Or do communities revert to crisis
management once the project is over, only handling
problems as they crop up?

-are there incentives to reduce costs and obtain
efficiency in service delivery including the costs of
intermediation?

Are the cntena for financtal or economic viability of the
schemes (e g the economic significance of time
savings) sound arbiters for Investment decisions and if
so, under what contextual or behavioral circumstances

- extent to which procedures and instruments
developed by the project gains foothold in overall
policies and allocations for RWS-ES,

- expansion/retraction of PMU efforts
- new government roles es facilItator
- greater involvement of tIGOs, private sector,
communities (Raj Panchayat)

- number of schemes maintained after project
intervention, 3 years and 5 years, comparison with
other projects

- whether cost shanng and O&M collections continue,
3 years and 5 years, compenson with other projects

-Community level initiatives taken, e.g ,from Wol,
as a result of project, which require community
savings or investments

- satisfaction of SoslCommunities with project
relationships

- drop out rate of SOswho are well-performing
- level of demand on SOs for schemes with required
contributions vs public sector schemes with no
contributions

- type, no and nature of instruments used after
project has completed several start-up tranches

- Analysis of how flexibly PMU/DPMLI staff interact
with SOs/Communities

- sustainabulity of local groups 3 yrs and 5 yrs. after
project completion

- changes in roles of women and minonties in the
management of RWS-ES assets provided after 3
yrs, Syrs

- quality of \/WSCftinctions after 3 yrs or 5 yrs.
- integration of project with other village development
activities after 3 yis. 5 yrs.

- decrease in per capita costs es the PM U/SOs gain
experience

- documentation of village recommendations for cost
reductions on designs

-- documented degree to which other benefits
(social/health) emerge in project communities

- no. of villages with water problems excluded due
economic critena

a): Policy studies (special studies by
extemal consultants), and annual Bank
review missions/ consultations;

(b) Post-implementation assessments on
functionality on and management (1 yr.,
3yr and 5 yr impact assessments)

(c) Sample area surveys (include, non-
project RWSES installations

(d) PMIJ profile assessments of schemes
over batches; from MIS data

(d) Profile of Third Payment reports of
Implementation p~. independent SO
audits (yearly sample)

(e) case studies

2.5.4 Scope:

Objectives/Focus Indicators Information
Gathering/Source
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These activities are mostly of a secondary nature and will use data
which emerges from the rest of the system as it progresses over time.

Longer term impact assessments (3rd and 5th yr.) can only begin
three years after completion of the first batch of schemes. By the
completion of the third year of the project, or shortly before the Mid-
Term Review, impact studies of the first batch of schemes (1st year
and 3rd yea repeat studies) should be repeated to provide greater
evidence about Project Services Impact. This can be done on a
sample basis, e.g., 20% of schemes. These results in turn will help to
justify (one way or another) conclusions about process issues and
their policy implications for use in the Mid-Term Review. Sample
area studies, which compare the results of the UP-RWSES Project
schemes with those of other/regular projects should also be
conducted in time to feed into the Mid-Term Review.

Performance data (in the form of profiles of schemes over batches)
by the third year should also yield clear evidence of trends and some
findings about institutional arrangements, which could
justify/question assumptions made in the Project design. Similarly,
third payment reports (ICCRs and SCRs) can feed into mid-term
analysis.

Shortly after Mid-Term Assessment, special studies should be
initiated to take a closer look at policy issues which the stakeholders
in the project (Communities, SOs, GOUP/GOl, the Bank) agree as
being critical (having emerged from the Mid-Term Review). To be
relevant, such Policy Studies can only be developed in detail once
sufficient experience is gained. However, the studies should, in
general terms, be looking at key issues emerging from this
public/private partnership effort in terms of policy consequences. Is
the government moving into more supportive roles as planned, and
decentralizing service delivery? If so, how is that working? To what
degree is the Project affecting policy, or the regular projects of the
GOUP?

A series of Case Studies on seminal issues can also be
commissioned once there is sufficient experience on the ground to
make them meaningful, and once those issues which are most critical
to policy analysis emerge from the evolving situation. These can be
seen as supplemental to the other studies mentioned, and utilized
where in depth, qualitative review is needed.

In a similar pattern, profiles of existing data and new studies can be
repeated in the 12 months preceding the end of the Project and its
Final Review, to provide a more thorough analysis of policy
implications, and to serve as a platform for future sector work and
identification of projects.

Section III: Analysis, Interpretation, and Use
ofM&EData
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3 Introduction:

Once information is gathered, the act of analysis and interpretation
begins. Plans must not wait for the collection of data, for by then it is
too late. Information begins to pile up and overwhelm staff as well as
managers from the community to SOs to PMU staff and other
decision-makers involved. For this reason, it is critical, in terms of the
tools selected, to consider how the results will be recorded, studied
and ultimately used. This involves identifying the audiences and
means by which analyzed information will be provided. These
audiences and means will be described in the sections below for
each type of UP RWSES Project evaluation.

3.1 Issues to Consider: The central questions of any analysis are “What
happened?” and “Why did it happen?~. These are very dosely
related to “How did it happen” as well. Emerging from these
questions some patterns will appear that clarify key issues and help
us to answer the questions we are trying to answer. It is also useful
to compare results obtained from the UP RWSES Project with other
projects, so that the monitoring and evaluation are given more
meaning. Issues emerging from UP RWSES Project can be studied
across evaluations and agencies, with the ultimate goal of improving
sector learning and performance. It is the answers to key issues
which enable us to determine lessons which can regularly be plowed
back into practice and management of UP RWSES Project.

3.1.1 In participatory evaluation work, which includes aspects of M&E in
the UP RWSES Project, there are lessons at two levels to start with.
There are the lessons which people learn as they evaluate their own
progress, and there are lessons which the PMU staff learns about
the process, procedures or other practices. The staff may learn, for
example, which kind of training bests reduces the dominance of SOs
and sessions with the community. They may learn which tools or
materials evoke a participatory response or skill, and which do not. At
another level, we can look at larger questions: Is the overall UP
RWSES Project process improving performance and sustainability?
Does the concept bring in greater cost recovery than previous
approaches? What methanisms best lead to sustainability. These
are important questions for the sector as a whole.

3.1.2 There are many approaches to the analysis of information,
quantitative and qualitative, from simple to complex. In most cases,
we should opt for the simplest, e.g., those that rely on straightforward
arrangements of numbers and other indicators along a timeline,
those which involve simple mathematical operations and which use
the common sense and experience of our analysts to the fullest.

3.1.3 Quantitative Analysis: Most quantitative indicators will generate
numbers that can be analyzed in a few ways:
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- by noting their direction up or down, and over time
- by using simple statistics, such as means or averages, and
- by determining what part of a whole certain factors
represent in percentage terms

In UP RWSES Project, Cost-benefit and effectiveness analysis is
important for certain evaluation issues. Occasionally, there may be a
need for more sophisticated mathematica’ ana’yses. But these
should not form the backbone of our regular monitoring efforts. As
always, the aim should be to identify and highlight those numbers
that illuminate the central issues, and that can motivate our
performance, and that have meaning for community-level participants
as well. It would be one test of relevance to hold graphics workshops
in communities and develop pictorial statistics about community
activities, which are used and posted locally in the community.

3.1.4 Qualitative Analysis: Because in UP RWSES Project we are
interested in social and institutional impacts, we will want to monitor
some changes less amenable to numerical description. However,
there are ways to systematically track such changes as well:

- Turn answers into numbers. Questions in interviews and
group discussion can be either dosed (permitting only a
defined range of responses) or open (eliciting the
respondents own words). Responses to closed questions can
be counted and analyzed in percentage terms easily.
Answers to open-ended questions can generally be
categorized as well. Have several readers review and cluster
answers. Once material is clustered, the number of answers
in each can be counted and the material can be studied
further to see what insights emerge.

- Use Scales:Often the changes individuals and groups
undergo follow a similar evolution. Experience can form the
basis for developing scales appropriate to the athtudes or sills
being studied. The scales then become a useful information
gathering tool, and can serve as an aid to analysis for
participants as well as others. At the individual or group level,
you can use the scale in conjunction with staff to assess
progress over time. At the project level, many responses can
be examined for trends and to identify problems.

- Build upon the obse,vational and analytical skills of staff. Use
in-house sessions to help staff express and understand more
precisely the changes they have observed, and these
discussions can amplify the picture obtained from reading the
numbers. whenever possible, the unchanged words of
participants add a rich and thought-provoking element to our
analysis.

3.1.5 Standards of Success: Inevitably in the process of analysis, the
question arises: Can what happened be considered a success? Put
anotherway, why did it happen? This is where our judgment and
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experience, as well as that of others is brought into play. There are
several ways to interpret success:

- measure the accomplishment of goals and objectives. The
use of this standard gain more validity as project experience
grows and as participants become more active in the goal
setting process.

- Use project-based comparisons. Controlled compansons are
those in which information collected from participants is
compared with that of non-participants. However, trying to
establish and monitor control groups is fraught with difficulty.
More possible are time-frame studies: tracking change in
participants over time, using key indicators selected at project
inception, and incorporated into baseline data.

- Use standards in the field. While the practice of development
is still more of an art than a science, there are sector-specific
lessons that have accumulated from experiences throughout
the region and the world. Results from UP RWSES Project
needs to be compared with these experiences. It is also
useful to consider the use of outside evaluators who can
challenge staff and participants at all levels to look at what
happened in new ways.

3.1.6 Reporting and Use: Analysis organizes information so that it can be
interpreted and decisions taken. These interpretations occur at the
level of each stakeholder in the project, and sometimes differ. To
facilitate this process, reporting must be tailored to each audience
and linked to some special mechanism to stimulate use. The UP
RWSES Project evaluation system is designed to help decision-
making at many levels. For example, if the healthy homes study
indicates that poor motivation is more a cause of bad sanitation than
cognitive understanding of germ theory, then staff can use HESA
methods which address women’s lack of confidence and build group
unity and confidence so that they can better alter their situation and
practices. Results of studies should be fed directly into curricula,
learning experiences and materials to be used. When the one project
in a neighboring country found out that minimum contribution criteria
led to stagnant levels of contributions to schemes, it started testing
ways to introduce more competition for schemes on the basis of
contributions. It is always important to analyze the audience and their
information needs. We may respond to the need of village
participants with new curricula and materials, and to the UP/GOI
(Government) with a report, and to the lender with more analytical
information.

3.2 Analysis and Use of Performance Information: Performance
information regarding compliance relates specifically to the contract
level with SOs/communities and also the performance of the PMU
and its DPMUs. It determines whether specific contractual obligations
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of communities, SOs, SAs have been met at the project
implementation level, and it determines whether the PMU/DPMUs
have met their obligations as a facilitator of resources in a timely and
efficient fashion.

Performance information is important to communities and SOs who
implement projects, so that they can monitor their own progress and
take corrective action. Another audience of information from the
project level are the portfolio managers who must take corrective
action if SOs/communities require it. Overall, information derived
from all portfolio managers is provided to PMU Management, who will
take corrective actions to ensure the overall work of portfolio
management. PMU management will review periodic reports of
portfolio staff which compile information on each subproject.
Performance of the PMU is provided to the UP/GOI (Government)
and lenders. The form of this information are quarterly and annual
reports. Audit information, which is closely related to performance, is
discussed separately below.

In terms of assessing capacity, performance monitoring helps to point
out what strengths and weaknesses the SOs have, as well as the
support the PMU/DPMU provides in the form of training, guidelines
and other resources. It also assesses the efficiency of the
PMUIDPMU in providing resources on a timely manner. This
information is useful in determining whether new measures need to
be taken to strengthen SOs, as well as the efforts of the PMU/DPMU
and the SAs they hire in providing support.

Performance monitoring also assesses quality of output. This
assesses to what degree are inputs producing the outputs of the
desired quality. Particularattention is given to whether service levels
and technical quality of schemes have been achieved, and also to
the quality of participation and level of mobilized village talent during
and after the scheme construction. As such, the information tells us
to a large degree if we are successful in achieving what we set out to
do. It should also help to identify where the weak links are in quality
of output, whether it be in terms of SOs, project systems, or the
DPMUs/PMU, or external factors.

This data, with other kinds of monitoring, feeds into regular reporting
as well as into longer term perspectives through strategic monitoring.
(See Reporting, 3.6).

3.3 Analysis and Use of Process Information: Process information
provides analysis on how the project criteria, institutions and
practices are working (or not working), and what may be done to
improve them. Process information at the field level is important to
community managers who need to know how their own project is
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working and what might be done to improve, for example, O&M fund
management. At the SO level, SOs need to be aware of how the
methods, procedures and support they are providing to communities
are working, and how their interventions are working. At the
DPMU/PMU staff level, it is important for portfolio managers to know
how the services, rules, procedures, tools and formats which support
financing and other supportive roles they play are working, and what
can be done to improve them.

Process monitoring feeds into regular quarterly reporting and as well
into annual and mid-term/final reports. (See Section 4.6, below)
Overall, lessons derived from process monitoring of UP RWSES
Project field efforts is important for contributing to best sector
practices in UP and in other states/countries. As such, it forms and
important input into strategic monitoring.

3.4 Analysis and Use of Impact Information: Impact information
provides insight into whether the project is resulting in sustainable
water and sanitation services which are effectively and efficiently
provided. The information informs many levels as to whether the
benefits exceed the costs of the project interventions, the level of
economic benefit to communities in terms of time savings, the degree
of improvement in hygiene and sanitation practices (health), and the
degree to which services are sustained. Impact information (to the
degree becomes available) will be provided in quarterly and annual
and mid-terml final UP RWSES Project reports at the end of each
project cycle. Longer range impact studies will also be conducted
one, three and five years after a project cycle has been completed,
as part of strategic monitoring. The more conventional impact data
will be utilized by the Bank, PMU/DPMUs, and SOs to assess their
progress. Villagers will utilize community monitoring for this purpose,
and they Will also be involved in performance assessments of
themselves and their project partners.

3.5 M&E and Audit Requirements: Audits of subprojects will be
conducted at the end of the Planning phase and upon completion of
the project cycle. These audits will look at performance issues as well
as compliance of institutions involved (SOs/communities/SAs) to
general accounting principles. Annual audits of the PMU will also be
conducted. As such, these audits are overseen by the Finance Unit
of the PMU and not the M&E Unit. However, the results of the audits
should also feed into the M&E system in reporting on performance
and process results of the Project.
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3.6 Reporting

3.6.1 Performance Monitoring Reports: The following chart notes the
reports emerging from field work from each of the key players. As
much as possible, performance forms have been designed to serve
as tools for gathering data, as well as for reporting, as well as
authorization forms for payments. In fact, they could also be linked to
vouchers. These tools thus become U3 in 1” forms designed to
minimize paperwork and improve efficiency. (See Chapter 4, Tools
for Performance Monitoring) Indicators on these forms are exactly
those of corresponding agreements or contracts. Together with site
appraisals, they provide the information needed to confirm capacity,
compliance and quality of outputs—all issues of importance to
performance monitoring. It should be emphasized that application
and use of these forms must be tempered with sound judgment.
Someone sitting in Lucknow may be too removed from the field and
thus tempted to be judging achievements on paper instead of on-the-
ground. Reporting should note discrepancies from original plans but
also take stock of the broader issues, and whether the overall
commitments of players have been met rather than some minor
detail which may have needed to be changed once construction is
underway— based on common sense and the exigencies of the
situation. All reporting and evaluative tools, especially for
compliance, must be used sensibly if the project is to function.
Information from these reports will be synthesized as part of
Quarterly and Annual Reports on project progress.

It is important that the contents of these performance assessments are
shared between the three parties involved in the field implementation
(the DPMU, the SO, and the VWSC) to ensure transparency in the
project implementation as well as being a support to clarifying the
respective roles and responsibilities. It is the responsibility of the DPMU
to compile, analyse, and structure the community and SO-specific
information provided into aggregate profiles useable for improving
performance. These reports will be submitted to the PMU as well as
shared with the SOsNWSC5 concerned. At the PMU level they shall
form an input into the STAC meetings approving Implementation Phase
proposals in order to enable assessment of the ‘delivery~system as a
whole, to determine the need for focal strengthening or support (e.g.,
through training) throughout the project framework, or for recommending
changes in the instruments and procedures that guide the relations
between the different partners in the project.

Performance Monitoring Reports: Planning Phase

Support Organization OPMUs Service Agencies
- 2nd Payment Narrative
and Financial Reports

- 2nd Payment Visit Report - Excess visit reports to be
handled by SAs

- 3rd Payment Report and
Implementation Proposals

- Agree-to-do Visit Report
- 3rd Payment Visit Reports

and Site Appraisals of
Implementation Proposals

-1st Audit of
SOlCommunity Accounts

- Excess Site Appraisals

Performance Monitoring Reports: Implementation Phase
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VWSCs Support Organization DPMUs Service Agencies
-daily work
logs

-2nd Payment Narrative
and Financial Reports

- 2nd Payment Visit
Reports

-Excess 2nd Pmt
visit reports

-daily work
logs

-complaint
reports

-Construction Monitoring
Formats

-daily work
logs

-SO 3rd Payment
Narrative and Financial
Reports
-Implementation
Completion Reports
(ICRs)

- Portfolio Manger
Scheme Completion
Reports (SCRs) to
verify ICRs

- Final Audit of
SO/Community
Accounts

- Excess SCRs

3.6.2 Process Monitoring Reports: One for each phase of a scheme, the
DPMU recruits an SA to gather information using Process Monitoring
group focus formats. A report will be prepared from each visit,
synthesizing information in narrative form. Across these reports,
trends can be identified, and eventually lead to deriving lessons
about particular process issues. It may be necessary to undertake
special studies when information about a particular process issue
needs greater clarification. The Process monitoring reports will also
feed into Quarterly Reports.

3.6.3 Impact Study Reports: SOs conducting KAP studies and site
appraisals, as well as Portfolio Managers completing SCRs, will be
preparing their own reports and submitting them to the PMU. The
information from these reports will by synthesized and analyzed by
the PMU’s M&E Unit and utilized in Quarterly and Annual Reports.

3.6.4 Community Monitoring (Reports): The Project will not require any
written reports derived from community monitoring other than that the
monitoring has been conducted (as part of process and performance
reports). Rather, community monitoring will be reported through novel
use of local media, such as wall posters, charts and maps placed in
the VWSC office or household of the VWSC chairperson or
designated member. Exposure to such methods will be given to SOs
as part of their training so they can help introduce them to villagers.
Such materials should be simple to understand even for the partially
literate and illiterate members of the community.

3.6.5 Quarterly Reports: These reports provide comprehensive analysis
and interpretation of information derived from performance, process
and impact monitoring and evaluation. They also report on whether
and with what success community monitoring is taking place, and on
longer term strategic monitoring. As such, they cover all five types of
monitoring which are part of the PMU’s M&E System. The Report is
divided into relevant sections, which should include, but not be
limited to:

1. The first Section of the Quarterly Report focuses on
Performance Information, and includes profiles of the SOs,
and schemes as they progress throughout the project cycle.
This Section also provides information on the work of the
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PMU and DPMUs, as well as with associated SAs or SO/SAs.
The first section provides an accurate picture of progress
against what was planned for that period. A narrative section
describes the actual events of the quarter in terms of planned
activities. A series of standard reporting charts, as provided in
the Operations Manual, provide readouts of progress that can
be compared each quarter. This includes actual progress
against the overall PMU workplan, and statistics about
contracts and their progress.

2. The Second Section of the Quarterly Report focuses on
Process Monitoring Information, and includes an analysis of
process issues as they emerge from field experience. As time
progresses, this analysis deepens and yields lessons learned
about specific approaches, institutional arrangements,
procedures, methods, criteria, or tools and can be the basis of
periodic adjustment of aspects of the approach.

3. A Third Section of the Report summarizes Impact Information,
as it emerges. Initially, the existing situation can be described
in summary form based on analysis of baseline data from
KAP studies, and Time Savings data from prefeasibility,
feasibility studies and site appraisals. At the end of each
cycle, this information can be supplemented in summary form
with information about the villages after the 33 month cycle
ends, i.e., at the end of various batches. Obviously, long term
impact studies will only come later, several years after
schemes have been in place. However, for the duration of the
project, simple information regarding actual change in
physical conditions, time savings gained, and changes in
health practices can be ascertained as evidence of possible
longer term benefits. Increases in local management capacity
cart also be identified, if not proven.

4. Strategic Lessons for the Sector as a whole may emerge later
in the Project, at least in sufficient quantity and quality to
indicate at mid-term the desirability to expand or to alter basic
project approaches. In the two quarters preceding Mid-Term,
and in the two quarters preceding the Final Report, a section
on Strategic Monitoring should also be included. (Annual
Reports will also have a progressive analysis of strategic
impacts and lessons learned, starting with assumptions and
moving towards actual lessons later in the life of the Project
as evidence is obtained regarding trends affecting policy.)

Quarterly Reports are thus the main reporting mechanism of the
overall operations of the PMU, and help guide its major decisions
through periodic review of trends emerging in the project.

3.6.6 Project Completion Reports: These are compiled by an external
evaluator for clusters of subprojects for each SO involved in UP
RWSES Project. They include compilation of information obtained
throughout the project cycle and from all forms of performance,
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process and impact information. The reports represent the history of
individual communities, and clusters of communities serviced by an
SO. They constitute a major unit of analysis for decision making
about future collaboration with an SO, and for tracking progress of
the UP RWSES Project.

3.6.7 Annual, Mid-Term and Final Project Reports: These reports will be
essentially based on the Model of the Quarterly Reports in terms of
Organization. Annual Reports can be based on and summarize the
work of the preceding year, lessons learned regarding process, and
what has been learned about the starting point and changing
conditions of the Project villages. Assumptions regarding Strategic
Monitoring will be clarified and evidence regarding project
hypotheses presented cumulatively. In addition to basic facts,
summary data on progress, results of process monitoring regarding
institutional, procedural and methodological issues—Mid-Term and
Final Project Reports will devote significant attention to analysis of
Lessons Learned in terms of Strategic, or Policy Level issues. This is
particularly important as they form the basis for additional projects
and achieving the policy reform objectives of the Project.

3.7 Review Meetings

3.7.1 Annual Consultative Review Meetings

Prior to the intake of SOs for a new annual batch an annual
consultative Review meeting shall take place with the participation of
all SOs selected VWSC representatives, project staff (PMU and
DPMUs), as well as GOUP representatives. If possible such
consultative meetings shall take place during the annual Review
Missions to enable a participation also of the Bank representatives.

In advance of these meetings the DPMUs, coordinated and assisted
by the Monitoring Unit of the PMU, shall circulate the following
materials:

- Process monitoring reports of the Planning Phase
- Process monitoring reports of the Implementation Phase
- KAP sentinel studies carried out under impact monitoring
- post-implementation scheme assessments (ICRs/SCRs)
- digests of strategic monitoring assessments
- any other information that the PMU or individual SOs see

relevant for common discussion

The purpose of these meetings is to provide a platform for internal
sharing of information and experience and for a joint review of the
extent to which the project procedures and instruments make
possible decentralised and community entrenched RWS-ES
improvements.

3.7.2 Study tours
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Although strictly speaking outside the scope of M&E proper, study
tours and structured exchanges of information and experiences form
a vital part of the overall learning process.

However, in doing so it is important to maintain a per-group or peer-
stakeholder concept it makes little sense for VWSC members to visit
projects that fall largely outside their frame of reference, or for PMU
members to visit purely NGO operated projects with little or no
concern for the public policy or the overall institutional framework.

While it is important that a degree of flexibility is maintained in
designing and carrying out such study tours, the following principles
should guide their planning and execution:

- The peer group principle: At the project management
level (PMU, DPMU) this means that only such projects
as share the basic objectives of the UP-RWSES
Project should be visited, nationally or internationally,
and with the active host participation of the local
project management. At the SO level it means that
only those NGOs that are involved in the same
sectoral efforts should form part of an exchange, while
at the VWSC level only those communities that share
same cultural and social characteristics should form
part of a study tour of demonstration programme:

- the commitment principle: When designing the study
tour programme as a whole whether it involves
international, regional, or local exchanges- it is vital
that only those are nominated that show the greatest
commitment: to the objectives and purpose of the
project.

- the dissemination principle, Each study programme
should be based on a clear and effective commitment
to sharing the experience with others in the overall
project framework - through reports or through other
types of dissemination.
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Section IV: Sam Die Tools for
Monitoring and Evaluation

4. Introduction to Sample Tools:

Sample Tools are provided in the tabular sections as follows:

4.1 Tools for Performance Monitoring, Planning Phase: These tools are
in a form which enables efficiency of documentation. The same form
serves as a tool, a report and an authorization form. The Agree-to-do
Visit Form is part of the 2nd Payment Report. 3rd Payment checklist
and Payment Authorization is attached to the Site Appraisal of the
Implementation Proposal, or main output of the Planning Phase.
Sample tools, linked to Contracts, are:

A 2nd Payment Three in One Form
B Agree to Do Visit Report Form
C 3rd PaymentlSite Appraisal Three in One Form

4.2 Tools for Performance Monitoring, Implementation Phase Three-in-
one forms are also used for this Phase. Additional Construction
Monitoring, performed by the DPMU and/or designated SAs, is also
provided. The ICR accompanies the 3rd Payment report/authorization
cover. The Scheme Completion Report consists of a prefixed
checklist which is to be attached to the ICR, verifying its information
or noting any discrepancies based on Site visits.

D 1st Payment Form & how to fill it
E 2nd Payment Three in One Form & how to fill it
F Construction Monitoring Form & how to fill it
G 3rd Payment Three in One Form/

Implementation Completion Report (ICR) & how to fill it
H Scheme Completion Report Checklist (SCR) & how to

fill it

4.3 Tools for Process Monitoring: These four tools provide sample
questions for use in focus groups with SOs and Communities, once
per phase.

Process Monitoring Focus Group Tool,
Planning Phase (SO and Communities) & how to fill it

J Process Monitoring Focus Group Tool,
Implementation Phase (SOs and Communities) & how
to fill it

4.4 Tools for Impact Evaluation: A sample health KAP and Time Use
Study form is provided. SAs are encouraged to use participatory
approaches with this tool. Other sources for impact data include
Feasibility Reports, Site Appraisals and SCRs (See Operations and
Technical Manuals)
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K Health KAP &, Time Use Study

4.5 Tools for Community Monitoring: Simple, participatory tools which can
help villagers conduct their own monitoring are provided as samples:

L Healthy Homes Activity (PRA),
M Community Resource Mapping/Community Social

Mapping
N Time Use Analysis Cards
0 Wealth Ranking

4.6 Toots for fortnightly and monthly reporting: Sample formats are
provided based on which fortnightly and monthly reporting can be
done by DPMU as well as SOs. Monthly formats for reporting are
mainly based on the project’s scheme cycle, while fortnightly
reporting formats are visit based.

P Fortnightly reporting format & how to fill it
Q Monthly reporting format & how to fill it
R DPMU first visit information report & how to fill it

4.7 Strategic Monitoring: This primarily uses the results of all the other
forms of monitoring, an analyzes it in terms of policy level issues.
Special Studies should be evolved after the Project gains experience
(by the 2nd or 3rd year) and as required.
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Section V. Summary Charts of M&E System
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5.1 Summary Chart of M & E System
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5.2 Summary Chart of Performance Monitoring
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- contractuai
compliance with
respect to inputs,
outputs and activities,
Financial
Management with
respect to sound
accounting,
procurement and
asset management

- quality standards or
improvement critena
laid down for
procurement; design
and construction of
key components; and
extent and scope of
community
involvement
underlying scheme
proposals and their
execution

(a) communrtyNwSc
- records and accounts available
- existence of time sheets, daily

logs or construction joumals
- functional arrangements for O&M

(regular O&M Coiiection,
scheme mechanics, tapstand
caretakers)

(b) 50
- permanence of staff deployed
- time spent in the community
- frequency of spontaneous

interaction with the DPMU
(c) DPMU
- permanence of staff
- frequency and distribution of site

visits
- lead time between request for

assistance and response
(d) PMU
- permanence of staff, rate of

prc$ct processing

(a) community
- fuifluiment of ‘agree to do”

provisions
-0&M Plan and caretaker

arrangements
(b) SO
- degree to which 2nd and 3rd

Pmt actuai payment indicators
are met

(c) DPMU
- technicai and financial support as

per stipulation and time plan
- support/supervisory visits in

connection with critical
components

(d) PMU
- technical and financlal support

as per stipulation and time plan

- relative existing service levels of
proposed sites

- number of qualified proposals vs
rejections

- number of schemes having
inappropnate deviation from
designs, and why

- number of participatory sessions
held as part of planning

- incidence of substandard critical
construction points

- number of trained village
volunteers functioning after

- completion ofscheme

PLANNING PHASE

- Proposals and contracts

-DPMu second pmt visitwith

‘Agree to Do” visit

- DPMU 3rd Pmt. visit

- DPMU penodic support visits

- ~ site Appraisal Format

- Auditor Financial Review

IMPLEMENTATION PHASE

- Proposals and contracts

-50 progress reports in
conjunction with payment
claims

- DPMU 2nd pmt visit reports

- PM’s Project completion
Reports

DPMU Post-Implementation
Visits

- VWSC time sheets, store
ledgers and accounts,
records of meetings

- 2nd Financial Audit Report

- Regular contract Management by
Portfolio Managers, including direct
remedial action to improve
performance and capacity to
perform

- shortlisting of well-performing SOs
for future tranches, rejection of
poorly performing organizations

- Quarterly Report Analysis of
performance of project
stakeholders

- Annual Review Meeting of
Stakeholders to analyze and
improve performance,
instruments, procedures, technical
and training support and
communication among all
stakeholders

- performance data feeds into
strategic analysis of relevance of
project to sector

Performance
- capacity of Parties to

fulfill their
responsibilities

Type and
Focus of M&E

Indicators Information
Gathering/Timing

Analysis, Interpret-
ation and Use
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5.3 Summary Chart of Process Monitoring
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SummaryChartof M&E System, Continued

Process M&E
If, and the degree to which the
Instruments, Procedures,
Processes, technical support,
training and communication of
the Project Pmmote~

- A demand led approach, with
participatory decision-making
in all phases of project
implementation, including a
choice and range of water and
sanitation technologies,
reflecting community
preferences

- effective ownership,
management and sustained
operation and maintenance of
RWS-ES assets by village
communities

- enhancement of the role of
women

- user cost contnbution and
cost recovery for O&M costs
respectively

- environmentally sound
approaches

- a balanced approach between
improved hygiene behaviour
and sanitation on the one-hand,
and augmentation of water
sup~son the other

- a decentralized, community
based approach to RWSES
with strengthened role of local
organizations in service
delivery and role of
Govemment as facilitator,
regulator, monitonng agenc~

- No. of CAP Sessions Undertaken
- If/how Participatory Tools used in CAP
- nos. and types of technology choices
discussed by communities as part of CAP

- Use of Indigenous knowledge and technical
practices in the Design
- % households participating in CAP
Sessions

- % households participating in community
monitonng

- Regularity of VWSC Meetings
- No. of disputes vis successful resolution
- mechanisms in place for regular collection
of O&M

- Utility and simphcity of mgt and reporting
tools used by VWSC

- No and proportion ofwomen in
construction work, tapstand committees,
VWSC, NFEJHESA, and in PRIGsIEHGs
related activities

- types of decisions taken by women as part
of community action planning

- Women’s role in M&E
- % women in PMU/DPMU Mgt.

- percentage of communities agreeng to
make contributions and actually providing at
end of Planning Phase

- % communities successfully raiswig capital
contnbutions

- % households making regular O&M
contributions

- % proposals meeting environmental
requirements

- types of mitigation measures employed

- % village discussions of water supply vs
sanitation and health

- quality and quantity of sanitation and health
and environmental sanitation education
activities built into CAPs

- nature and instance of support asked for by,
or given to, the SO

- So’s increased technical and social
development capacity

- increased roles ofcommunities and local
SOs in servicedelivery

- compansons with other projects in sector
- No and type of newroles assumed by PMU
and GoVt agencies in facilitating, regulating
and monitonng RWS-ES activities

PRE-PLANNING PHASE
- Site Appraisal Information of

prefeasiblity Information

PLANNING PHASE
- Use of Structured Dialogues
with the Community focus
groups using participatory
tools dunng informal visits by
SAs (not payment Approval
Visits)

IMPLEMENTATION PHASE
- Use of Structured Dialogues

with the Community focus
groups using participatory
tools during informal visits
by SAs (not payment
Approval Visits)

- Regional Review
Stakeholders Meeting

- Annual Review Stakeholders
Meeting

- Assessment of extent
proposals actually reflect
community demand, and
whether project needs to
include more advance
marketing or preparatory
information

- Quarterly Reports on
Lessons Learned about
Project Training and
Communication Strategies,
Technical Assistance,
Phasing, Processes,
Instruments, and
Procedures, used in
regional review meetings

- Annual analysis and report
profiling findings for use in
annual stakeholders
meetings

- Reports of regional review
and Annual Stakeholders
Meetings

- Special case-studies or
assessments of particular
RWS-ES instruments,
procedures, processes,
phasing, training and
communication
interventions

3/Thisfinal indicatorwill bestudiedonlyafler severalbatchesof projectshavebeencompleted

Type and Focus of Indicators - Information Analysis,
M&E Gathering/Timing Interpretation!

Use
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5.4 Summary Chart of Impact Monitoring
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ImpactM&E
(Project Services)
-sustainablehealthand

hygiene benefits to the
rural population through
improvements in water
supplyand environmental
sanitation

Economic Impact
- time savings and
reduction in domestic
drudgery through greater
accessibility

- ERR, BCR
- Strengthened base and

potential for gender-
sensitive economic
development
through time-savings and
enhancing income
eaming opportunities for
women

- Increased sanitation
awareness and local
environmental
management capacity

Dienhea morbidity
Diarrhea mortality

Source of Water Use
-type ofwater source
- AnImal/human waste around
source

- water quality test

Personal Hygiene
- hand washing practices
- frequency of bathing and washing

Domestic Hygiene
-improved water handling storage
and use

- Food handling and use
- absence of children’s feces
around house

- animals are penned
- latnne useby children and adults

Time Savings
- average number of tnps per day

per household to carrywater
- average size ofvessel used
- weighted average length of time

needed for round trip to the
source, including going, waiting
time and retuming

- average household size
- wage rate
- cost of scheme
- Increased time available for
income generation

- linkages made to credit
opportunities and markets
for women in project villages

- no. of women participating in NFE
activities

- training opportunities for women in
RWS-ES

Environmental Sanitation and
Environmental Mitigation

- Waste water absent around house
- use of compost pits
- drainage around water source
- protection of water sources
- nature and instances of
community preservation of
catchment areas

- Purposefully selected KAP/
sentinel studies at end of project
and on3year recurrent basis
(post implementation)

- proposals
- Pre-feasibility Study Format
- Project Completion Report and

site appraisal
-focus groups
- process and performance
reports

- class attendance records

- KAP
- proposals
- PCRs

- KAP study reportof 20% villages
before and after project and in
limited no villages after 3 years

- Feedback to SOs
- Quarterly Reports on Lessons
Leamed

- Comparison studies
- RWSES Project Evaluation

- Quarterly Reports on Lessons
Learned

- Companson studies
- RWSES Project Evaluation
- Feedback to SOsd’VWSCs

- Feedback to SOs
- Quarterly Reports on Lessons
Learned

- increase/decrease supervision
- RWSES Project Evaluation

Type and
Focus of M&E

Indicators Information
Gathering/Timing

Analysis, Interpre-
tation and Use
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5.5 Summary Chart of Community Monitoring
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Community
Monitoring

What health benefits and
improvements in personal
hygiene, domestic
hygiene/sanitation, and
environmental sanitation
practices are occurnng
over time in our village?

What are the specific
changes occurnng in
terms of the physical
environment?What
changes are occurnng In
temis of facilities being
brought closer to
dwellings, replacing
polluted sources, or In
terms of providing larger
quantities of water? What
sanitation Improvements
(latrines, wastewater, and
solid waste) have
occurred, and where?
What is the status of
physical sources, the
catchment area, and their
protection?

In terms oftime saved,
how much have women
been able to utilize free
time to improve their lives?
How did they use time
before the project and how
did they use it afterwards?
What new activities, if any,
are the women able to
undertake?

Are the SOs Involved In
the project providing
services as agreed to the
village? Are services of
quantity, quality agreed
and are they being
provided on a timely
basis?

- old water use pattems and new
ones after scheme completion

- changes in specific health
practices (e.g , handwashing,
disposal of infant feces, use of
latrines, improvements in food
and water handling, etc)

- actual physical changes (new
installations of water and
sanitation technologies, new
plantations in catchment areas),
i.e., actual increase in village
assets

- changes in environmental
situation (source protected,
drainage around taps, nursenes
started, trees planted,
composting, etc)

- changes in relative wealth status
of each villager as determined by
villagers

- changes in use of time by village
women

- amount of money in O&M Fund

- number of SO visits to the village
and time spent and by whom

- technical supervision available
when needed from SO

- SO has involved us (villagers) in
procurement

- healthy homes exercise
- pocket charts on water and

sanitation practices
- three pile sorting
- mapping (before/after)

- mapping (before/after)
- VWSC records
- water testing
- VMW records

- wealth ranking
- Time Use Analysis Cards

Community Uses
- Immediate useof community
monitonng in promoting behaviour
change in community

- Preparation ofwall charts for
VWSC5 for tracking impact
progress

- Use in planning new initiatives in
community

- use to analyze best use of time
benefits by women

- use maps as resource for other
planning

- increase awareness of local
development needs of each
household by VWSC

- resource for other ventures

- remedial maintenance action

- changed behaviours

Type and
Focusof M&E

Indicators Information
Gathering/Timing

Analysis, Interpre-
tationand Use

- VWSC records
- daily logs
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5.6 Summary Chart of Strategic Monitoring
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STRATEGIC MONITORING
Objectives:
- To assist the GOUP to develop and implement a
long term strategy to improve the overall water
resources management In the State of Uttar
Pradesh and to raise the living standards in rural
areas by improving the deliveiy of rural water
supply and environmental sanitation services
- To test alternatives to the current Government
led service delivery mechanIsm by improving the
capabilities of sector Institutions to perform
appropnate roles in support of the demand-led and
community based approach.

Focus Questions
To what degree are policy impact objectives being
achieved?

Are the alternative institutional arrangements,
project rules and procedures creating the nght
incentives: are they conducive to providing
sustainable services based on what the consumers
want and are willing to pay for, or are they merely
creating another alignment of how to gain access
to public sector largesse at the community level as
well as at the SO level?

Is the PMU, with the support and guidance
provided by The Bank, able to find means to
effectively partner and sustain relationships with
NOOs and Communities which empower local
capacities, i e, undertake a facilitative, supportive
role, or revert to overly controlling, quasi-
operational roles due to pressures to retain external
accountability? To what degree do, institutional
arrangements, rules and procedures affect these
relationships?

Are project phasing, sequencing of interventions,
participatory training and planning approaches,
technical assistance and communications
strategies sufficient measures for building local
decision-making, technical and management
capacities, promoting greater gender and minority
group equity, and contributing to greater
sustainability of local institutions and assets? Or
do communities revert to cnsis management once
the project is over, only handling problems as they
crop up?

-are there Incentives to reduce costs and obtain
efficiency in service delivery including the costs of
intermediation?

Are the cntena for financial or economic viability of
the schemes (e g., the economic significance of
time savings) sound arbiters for investment
decisions and if so, under what contextual or
behavioral circumstances

- extent to which procedures and instruments
developed by the project gains foothold in
overall policiesand allocations for RWS-ES,

- expansion/retraction ofPMU efforts
- new government roles as facilitator
- greater Involvement of NGOs, pnvate sector,
communities (Raj Panchayat)

- numberof schemes maintained after project
intervention, 3 years and 5 years, companson
with other projects

- whether cost shanng and O&M collections
continue; 3 years and 5 years, companson with
other projects

- Community level initiatives taken, e.g , from
WDI, as a result of project, which require
community savingsor investments

- satisfaction ofSOs/Communities with project
relationships

- drop out rate of SOs who are well-performing
- level of demand on SOs for schemes wIth
required contnbutions vs public sector schemes
with no contnbutions

- type, no. and nature of instruments used after
project has completed several start-up tranches

- Analysis of how flexibly PMU/DPMU staff
interact with SOs/Communities

- sustainabulity of local groups 3 yrs and 5 yrs.
after project completion

- changes in roles of women and minorities in the
management of RWS-ES assets provided after
3yrs,5yrs

- quality of VWSC functions after 3 yrs or 5 yrs.
- integration of project with other village
development activities after 3 yrs, 5 yrs

- decrease in per capita costs as the PMU/SO5
gain expenenca

- documentation of village recommendations for
cost reductions on designs

- - documented degree to which other benefits
(social/health) emerge in project communities

- no ofvillages with water problems excluded
due economic cntena

a) Policystudies
(special studies by
external
consultants), and
annual The Bank
review missions/
consultations,

(b) Post-
implementation
assessments on
functionality on and
management (1
yr . Syr and 5 yr
impact
assessments)

(c) Sample area
surveys (jnclude,
non-project
RWSES
installations

(d) PMU profile
assessments of
schemes over
batches; from MIS
data

(d) Profile of Third
Payment reports of
Implementation
phase independent
SO audits (yearly
sample)

(e) case studies

Type and Focus of M&E Indicators Information
Gathering!

Interpreta-
tion IUse
(a) Use for planning
follow-up
investments and
additional phases of
RWS-ES Projects

(b) Use for further
policy changes and
reform of
institutional
arrangements

(c) Use in changing
project design or
components

(d) For use In Mid-
Term Review of the
Project

(e) for informing
GOI policy on
RWS-ES

(d) to serve as
model for replication
in other states of
India

(e) As a resource in
global and regional
teaming in the
sector
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4.1 Tools for Performance Monitoring,
Planning Phase
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4.2 Tools for Performance Monitoring,
Implementation Phase
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4.3 Tools for Process Monitoring
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4.4 Tools for Impact Monitoring
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4.5 Tools for Community Monitoring
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4.6 Tools for Monthly Reporting
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TABA

Date :

To, From,

Operation and M&E Unit, PMU Portfolio Manager, DPMU

Subject : Recommendation for the First Payment of the Planning Phase

This is to request you to release the first payment as mentioned above of the following SO and the
schemes as per the contract:

1. Name of Support Organization:

2. Number of Community(ies)/Scheme(s):

3. First payment contracted amount: Rs
Percentage of Total Contracted Amount

4. Contracted date:

5. All the CVs have been received. Yes 0 No 0

(Except for Senior Engineer and Community Workers)

6. SO has submitted the revised Planning Phase proposal. Yes 0 No 0

The first payment is recommended. Thank you.

1



~DLJ

TAB A I

How to fill the form:

• This form is to be filled by the Portfolio Manager separately for all the SO villages,
before the 2nd payment of Planning Phase, after verification from the
communityNWSC.

• Field visit of atleast 1 day per village is required before filling this form.

• Portfolio Manager reviews and verifies progress reports submitted by SOs by talking to
the communityNWSC members.

• Take the Planning Phase agreement and list of SO staff and verify if there is any
change in the SO staff.

• Meet the SO field staff to verify whether they are properly trained or not.

• Portfolio Manager attends the final meeting of VWSC formation in all the villages of the
SO.

• Atleast VWSC staff should have been trained. This should be ascertained by talking to
the VWSC staff. Note the duration of the training and number of men and women
trained.

• Verify with the villagers about the SARAR tools used in the village, any WDI/NFE
activities started in the village, number of tapstand groups formed in the village.

2



TAB A I

Date

To,
Operation and M&E Unit, PMU

From,
Portfolio Manager, DPMU

Subject: Report! Recommendation for 2nd Payment (Planning Phase)- Villagewise

The SO has completed the following requirements mentioned in the contract and TOR for the third
or the final payment of Planning phase:

1. Name of Support Organization:

2. Name of Community/Scheme:

Payment Indicators

Payment #2: The following must be completed to PMU/ DPMU satisfaction to receive 2nd
Payment on the Planning Phase:

1. Narrative progress report being sent regularly:
2. Financial report is submitted:
3. Project staff fully trained:
4. HESA activities underway as planned:
5. CAP Sessions underway at Cluster level:
6. Informal tapstand/cluster groups formed:
7. Optional NFE Classes underway as planned:
8. WDI activities underway as planned:
9. VWSC has been formed in the village with:

at least 30% women and 20% SC/ST as
subcommittee of Gram Panchayat and have
elected their own chairperson and treasurer

10. VWSC training has commenced as planned:

YesDNoD
Yes 0 No 0
Yes 0 No 0
Yes 0 No 0
YesD NoD
YesD NoD
YesD NoD

YesD NOD
YesD NoD

Yes 0 No 0
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1. Have there been any changes in staff since contracts for Planning Phase were agreed? If
so, what are the implications regarding SO’s performance?
Staff Changes Yes 0 No 0
Description/Implication:

2. Have all staff deployed been through appropriate training?. If not, describe what is being
done to remedy the situation. Yes 0 No 0
Describe:

3. Have groups been established in each cluster for HESA activities ? How many HESA
sessions were planned and how many actually held?

No planned no. held (cumulative)

4. CAP Sessions: Were all clusters involved in CAP Sessions? Did villagers conduct
participatory investigation, i.e. mapping in each cluster? Yes 0 No 0
Describe:

5. What SARAR, PRA tools were used by the SO? Were all clusters involved’?
Yes 0 NoD
Which tools? Describe:

6. Any other innovative tools used by the SO?

7. Did villagers analyse & solve any problems related to scheme?
Yes 0 NoD
Describe:
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8. What community monitoring activities did the community undertake with help of SO?
Describe:

9. Whether and when tapstand (cluster) groups formed?
Yes 0 NoD
When
Describe:

10. Any/ all optional activities (NFE) underway.
Yes 0 No 0 Not Applicable 0

11. Whether any WDI activities initiated? Any training needs identified?
Yes 0 NoD

12. Whether VVVSC(s) formed by correct process and proper representation?
Yes 0 NoD

13 Has the VWSC training commenced? What were its contents and duration?

14. Is the narrative progress report sent by the SO satisfactory?

13. Any other problems/ remarks/ comments/ suggestions.

14. Overall performance rating.

0 Highly satisfactory o satisfactory

TABB

0 Unsatisfactory
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How to fill the form:

• This form is to be filled by the Portfolio manager after he attends the “Agree to do”
meeting held with VWSC, SO staff- CDS, CF, CW, JE and community members.

• This form is not to be filled in presence of the community and the SO staff, however,
some points in a small handbook can be noted during the meeting and later the form
can be filled based on the observations during the meeting.

• Note carefully about the manner in which the technical options are discussed with the
community.
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TABB

DPMU VISIT REPORT

“Agree To do Meeting”

1. Were all clusters represented at the meeting?

2. Did the community members prepare the scheme layout plan?

3. Provide no of each attending “agree to do” Meeting.
Total men’s women SC/ST

4. Note any problems in preparation of the scheme layout plan. Were there any disputes?
How were these resolved?

5. How did the engineers participate? Did they listen and accept to what the villagers wanted
or tried to impose their own Ideas?

6. How did the CDS & CF facilitate? What was their levels of participation Vs. villagers.

7. What were the engineers specific remarks about the villagers scheme layout plan?

7



8. How many technical options (water supply, sanitation, drainage) were discussed ? On what
basis were the technology options selected by the villagers?

9. Did the villagers and engineer(s) agree to use the scheme layout as a basis for the
technical field survey and detailed design & cost estimates?

10. Remarks/ Suggestions
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TABC

Date

To, From,

Operation and M&E Unit, PMU Portfolio Manager, DPMU

Subject: Recommendation for Third Payment (Planning Phase)

The SO has completed the following requirements mentioned in the contract and TOR for the
third payment of the Planning Phase:

1. Name of Support OrganizationS Rs

2. Name of Community/Scheme

Payment Indicators:

Payment #3: The following must be completed to PMU/ DPMU satisfaction to receive 3rd
Payment on the Planning Phase:

1. The Community Action Plans and Scheme Layout Yes 0 No 0
plans are approved by the community in a successful
community-wide “Agree to do” meeting;

2. Satisfactory audit report is received; Yes 0 No 0
(to be filled by PMU)

3. Formation of VWSCs is completed: Yes 0 No 0

4. VWSC bank account has been opened; Yes 0 No 0

5. Feasibility form along with the proceedings Yes 0 No 0
of the uAgree to do” meeting is submitted;



TAB C I

Date :

To,
Operation and M&E Unit, PMU

From,
Portfolio Manager, DPMU

Subject: Recommendation for Last Payment (Planning Phase) (Attach Site Appraisal of
Implementation Proposal)

The SO has completed the following requirements mentioned in the contract and TOR for the

fourth or the final payment of the Planning Phase:

1. Name of Support Organization Rs

2. Name of Community/Scheme

Payment Indicators:

Payment #3: The following must be completed to PMLJI DPMU satisfaction to receive 4th
Payment on the Planning Phase:

1. VWSC and SO joint account has been opened
and requisite capital cost contribution has been

deposited by the community:

2. All water sources have been re-measured and
the reports submitted/ water point survey has
been undertaken;

3. The technical design, cost estimate and bill of
quantities have been submitted:

4. Implementation phase proposal is submitted:

5. All the nine Community Action Plans have been
documented and submitted;

Yes 0 No 0

Yes 0 No 0

Yes 0 No 0

YesD NoD

Yes 0 No 0

6. All the Planning phase activities are completed: Yes 0 No 0



Supplemental Questions:

1. When was the capital contribution collected ? Where is it being kept (Specify Bank,
account no. and amount)?

2. Describe in detail what O&M collection has taken place. What is the plan for future
collections?

3. Have all CAP Plans been developed ? Which, if any, of the 9 plans are missing.

4. Attach Site Appraisal Report of Implementation Proposal



TABD

~7L~

Date

To,
Operation and M&E Unit, PMU

From,
Portfolio Manager, DPMU

Subject Recommendation for the First Payment of the Implementation Phase

This is to request you to release the first payment as mentioned above of the following SO and

the schemes as per the contract:

1. Name of Support Organization:

2. Name of Community/Stheme:

3. First payment contracted amount

4. Contracted date:

Rs
Percentage of Total Contracted Amount

5. The SO has submitted satisfactory documents, in the form of copies of the appointment
letters, verifying that the full time staff specified in Chapter C paragraph 11, have been
appointed:

6. The SO has provided satisfactory written authorization to the nominated SO field staff
member who will be responsible for assisting the VWSC in the operating of the VWSC/
SO Joint Books of Accounts.

7. The SO has provided satisfactory written clarification regarding the technical staff
member who is to be responsible for the qualify of the construction and for ensuring that
all materials used conform to the standards specified.



TAB E

Date

To,
Operation and M&E Unit, PMU

From,
Portfolio Manager, DPMU

Subject Report! Recommendation for the Second Payment of
Implementation Phase

The SO has completed the following requirements mentioned in the contract and TOR for

the second payment of the phase as mentioned above:

1. Name of Support Organization.

2. Name of community/scheme: Rs

3. Narrative report is submitted and accepted:

4. Financial report is submitted and accepted:

5. That all conditions for Part Payment #2 for constuction
materials have been met.

Yes 0 No 0

Yes 0 No 0

Yes 0 No 0

6. The PMU is satisfied that all activities relating to the Plans A1-A9 of the
Implementation Phase proposal are being undertaken in all clusters of the
communities concerned, in accordance with the Implementation Proposal the Terms
of Reference and the required standards of the PMU. Yes 0 No D

7. The PMU is satisfied that all HESA activities have been undertaken in all clusters of
the communities concerned. Yes 0 No 0

8. The PMU is satisfied that the VMW “on-the-job”, training the WDI workshop, VWSC
construction management, VWSC treasuer training and all other trainings specified
in the Implementation Proposal and the Terms of Reference have been carried out,
in accordance with the Implementation Phase Proposal, the Terms of Reference
and the required standards of the Borad. Yes 0 No 0

9. The SO together with the VWSC, have filled the Payment #2 formats and have
together certified that all the activities and construction relating to Part 1 of the
construction has been carried out, in accordance with the Implementation Phase
Proposal, the Terms of Reference and the required standards of the PMU.

Yes 0 No 0
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10. The SO has submitted satisfactory documents, as follows:

i. Payment #2 formats
ii. VWSC and SO certification that non local materials purchased for Part 1 of

the construction schedule and all tools have been delivered on site, are of
the same brand names specified in the pro-forma or credit invoices, and
further that they conform to the required standards of the Borad.

iii. evidence that the WDI and HSL Subsidies have been transferred to the
VWSC’s Account

iv. the statement of the Joint VWSC/ SO’s Joint Book Accounts

v. pro-forma or credit invoices for all remaining non local materials required to
complete the construction works. The Pro~-formainvoices must specify the
brand names the quantity and the unit prices of the individual items to be
purchased. Yes 0 No 0

11. With reference to Community Action Plans (A1-A9) which, if any, are villagers
having trouble initiating?
Describe:

12. Describe the no. of HESA sessions per cluster and their content in brief.

13. Describe VWSC, VMW and other trainings. What were their contents and quality?

14. Overall performance of the SO is:

o Excellent
0 Fair

O Very Good
0 Poor

0 Good

2



TABG
Date

77

To,
Operation and M&E Unit, PMU

From,
Portfolio Manager, DPMU

Subject Report! Recommendation for the Third Payment of Implementation
Phase

The SO has completed the following requirements mentioned in the contract and TOR for

the third payment of the phase as mentioned above:

1. Name of Support Organization:

2. Name of community/schemeS IRs

3. Project completion report is submitted and accepted:

4. Financial report is submitted and accepted:

5. All the activities of the phase are completed:

6. Impact survey has been completed:

Yes DNo 0

Yes DNo 0

Yes DNo 0

Yes DNo 0
7. The SO together with the VWSC, have filled the Payment #3 formats and the SO

and the VWSC have together certified that all the activities have been camed out in
all clusters of the communities concerned, in accordance with the Implementation
Proposal, the Terms of Reference and the required standards of the PMU.

YesD No 0

8. The SO together with the VWSC have filled the Payment #3 formats and the VWSC
and the SO have certified that all the activities relating to the plans of the
Implementation Phase Proposal have been carried out in accordance to the
required standard to the PMU. Yes 0 No 0

9. The PMU is satisfied that all activities A1-A9 and all construction has been
completed in accordance with the Implementation Phase Proposal, the Terms of
Reference and the required standards of the PMU. Yes 0 No 0



10. The brand names of all the non local materials used in the constcuction are the
same as those specified in their respective pro-forma or credit invoices.

YesD No 0
11. The PMU is satisfied that the following trainings have been undertaken to the

required standard:

i. VMW refresher training
ii. VWSC refresher and VWSC treasuer training
iii. Post construction VWSC and VMW training
iv. VMW “on-the-job”, WDI workshop and VWSC construction management

training.

Yes 0

12. The SO has submitted satisfactory documents, as follows:

NoD

VWSC/ SO’s Joint

cvidonoo that the

7S

Yes 0 NoD

i. Payment#3 formats
ii. the statement of the expenditure and the statement of the

Book of Accounts.
iii. the statement of the VWSC Book of Accounts providing

regular system of O&M fund collection is operational
iv. Evidence that any saving in the VWSC and SO’s Joint Bank Account is to be

transferred to the VWSC’s own account.

13. Summarige major funding of ICRs/ SCRs



TAB G, Part II

Name of the Scheme

Location of Scheme

District

Gram Panchayat

Village

Cluster!
Habitation Name

UP Rural Water Supply & Environmental Sanitation Project

Project Management Unit, Lucknow

IMPLEMENTATION CONTRACT COMPLETION REPORT (ICCR)

Name of SO:

Address:

Vo13,ccr.doc(486)



1. Implementation PhaseContract Contents

1.1. Time spanagreedin the contract

Contract was signed on the ___________

• ~ ~ ~ ~ ~al tii*i~..~p~u~i
Work started
All activities completed

1.2. Contractedcost:

Proposed Cost of Contract: Rs

Negotiated Cost of Contract: Rs

~ ~~s:~::~:~: ~ ~.:•.‘ ~

PMUcashto SO
Cash from village
Contribution in kind from village

TOTAL contracted cost

1.3. Technical(Salient features):

• ~ ~

~

Present population
Population growth rate %
Design period -
Design population
Per capita demand on design population I/capita/day
Gravity systems
Total demand I/s
Dry season measurement I/s
Date of measurement
Total length of mainline m
Total length of distribution line m
No of public stand posts
No of private connections
No of reservoirs
Type of reservoirs Ferrocement/masonry
Capacity m~
No of valve chambers
No of interruption chambers
Number of BPT
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1.4. ENCLOSE LAYOUT WITH PIPE SIZES AND PIPE FLOWS

(THIS LAYOUT DRAWING SHOULD ALSO INDICATE TIME OF A ROUND-TRIP FOR THE CLUSTERS)

3



1.5. SketchMap

SO:____________________________ Scheme:_________
Gram Panchayat: Block:_____________
Project Batch:______________ Prepared Date:________
Title: ___________________ Associated Organization:

_vlllage _________________

_District:________________
— Prepared By:__________

Prepared During (Type of visit):

Proposed Source Chautara (resting place)
Distance to Proposed Source Temple
Narrow Path Health Post
Path to Water Source School
Bridge Going, Waiting and Returning time in Mm
River

4



1.6. Fund Collection

Name of the bank money is deposited in:

Name of the Signatories:

1
2

Amount Deposited in the Bank: Rs
Current Balance Amount in Bank Rs:

1.7. Proposal submission

Date of Proposal submitted to PMU
Date of Site AppraisaI~

Site Appraisal Undertaken by:
1

2

1.8. Payments

Payment No Amount
. %

Date of
payment

Site appraisal or field Visit reterencelother
documentation supplied tojustify the payment

Part Payment %
First payment %
Second %
payment
Third %
payment

1.9. Software activitiesu

Trainlnglother Cont
activities conducted

• in• the vi

ndertaken in thevillage

ants (briefly) Duration Number of Describe the
participant participants of

. th~group

If the above are different from the proposed in the Implementation phase / post implementation
proposal, please give reasons for deviation form the plan:

5



1.10. Sanitation Subsidies

Amount deposited withVVVSC for sanitation subsidy utilisation: Rs

Number of household latrine constructed by

use of sanitation subsidy
without use of subsidy

Subsidy utilisation Mechanism:
Plans for Latrine construction in future:
1.11. Other softwareactivities

Other software activities (e.g. non-formal education or womensdevelopment initiatives) descnbe
in short and quantify if possible.
1.11.1. HESA activities

Activities Content (brief) Duration Number of Describe the
• . Participants participants of

the group

~E~f

1.11.2. Post health KAP survey

Conducted Not conducted

1.11.3 WDI

Are the trainees for WDIi linked with related organization Yes No

If Yes, Name of Organization

1.11.4. Source Protection

What measures are taken for the protection of the water source and its environment?

1.11.5. LiteracyProgram

Was any literacy program implemented dunng the implementation / post implementation phase
in the community?

Location of the
classes

Nos. of Participants ..

~ date
.

date
.enrolled graduated

6



Funding sources for the literac

1.12. Promotional Latrines:

Are any promotional latrines built in the community Yes No
If yes, how many have been built
Location of the Promotional LatrineS

1.13. Water Users Committee

Name of theVWSC:
Is the presentVWSC different than that during the Planning / Implementation phase, or is it

likely that theVWSC will change in the near future? If yes state reasons?

1.14. OperatIon and Maintenance

1.14.1. Village Maintenance Worker

Name/s of the VMWs
I-low much is he / she been paid cash I kind

1.14.2. OperatIon and Maintenance Plan

What are the plan for regular fund collection as a part of future operation and maintenance?

2. Inputs

2.1. Total cost of the scheme

2.1.1. Estimated costs

Estimate (BOQ):

Particulars
Contribution_by

PMU SO(??) Cornmunfty

Estimated per capita costs~

Name of the Agency

7



2.1.2. Actual costs
I Contribution by

PMU SO 1?) COMMUNITY
Rs % Re % Rs %

Hardware cost:
Pipe
Cement
Fittings
handpumps
other construction materials
e.g. timber etc
tools
Skilled labor
Unskilled labor:
for construction
for local materials collection..
porterage
for sludgging, digging,
drilling etc
Transportation
Technical supervision and
Management
*iS*tflMcfl~fl~Sfl~M1~Th1S~1 ~Nt~ SCU
Software Costs:
Community mobilization
Health & sanitation

Sanitation subsidy fund

Supervision costs~
SUBTOTAL
TOTAL

Actual per capita costs:
Main reasons of deviation between the planned and actual:

2.2. Community contribution

2.2.1. Contribution in Cash

Method/mode of collection:..
Who was the in-charge of organizing the community collection:
How much was the actual collection as a percentage of the actual costs..

~us~tia~neuwn~t
Total Rs collected
Rs per household
Rs per capita
Total hardware cost
% of hardware cost
Total project cost
% of total project cost

8



Total Rs collected
Rs per household ________________________________________
Rsper capita __________________________________
% of capital cost ________________________________________
Note: Costs included in capital costs are the following: all non-local and local materials,
transportation, porterage, all labor, including the community contribution, technical supervision.

2.2.2. Contribution in kind

Labor Contnbution

I Act~vit’y Labor
MaletNo of days FemalelNoof days

Porterage of non-local materials
Porterage of local materials
Trench digging and back filling
Digging of fou ndations for structures
Tree planting
Building of school latrine
Total:

2.2.3. Village Local Labor Rate:

Labor rype
.

Untt
Men

wIth meal without
~men

with meal Without
meal meal

Skilled Labor Rs./manday
Unskilled Labor Rs./manday
Porter Rs./manday
Agriculture labor Rs./manday

2.3. Personnel costs

2.3.1. Staff recruited by the SO for the Implementation / Post Implementation Phase &
their costs

Staffpos~ion ActualTotal Tmw spentm Ratepermonth Totalcost
months/weeks thefIekI . knvolced

. months/weeks. .

2.3.2. Staff ti~iningof the SO

:::::sf~~io~:~~ ~ ~ :..: ~...::;: Orgaflizedb~.

9



3. Impact Assessment
The following information is necessary for the calculation of the economic impact:

(after the scheme construction)

3.1. Present Water Supply after the establishment of the new water scheme

Cluster
.

~

~flouse
Hotds

Source
Tap Nos.

,

Trips
in

l4os.

Round:
trip time

In Mlii.

:1 Flow Yield
continu intermitte~ enough not ~

I a)
b)

2 a)
b)

3 a)
b)

4 a)
b)

(Note: refer sketch map)

Present populationS
Average number of liters camed per tripS in Gagras (1 gagra = ...... Liters)

Does any community / cluster (other than the planned beneficiaries) use one or more of the
above mentioned source / tap?

If yes please mention name the community I cluster and the source / tap they use. Please also
mention the reasons on why they prefer to do so? Mention the reasons on why they were not
included for the scheme?

Present weighted average of time per round trip after water supply system
Weighted average of time per round trip in the Pre-feasibility proposalS

3.2 Impact on Environment

a. Any soil conservation measures taken
b. Cleanliness
c. Reduction in water pollution
d. Is the water source protected
e. Proper drainage around taps
f. Any nurseries started
g. Any plantations done
h. Use of garbage, cow ding, waste material for preparation of manure

4. Problems encountered during the implementation and other
relevant information

5. Remaining Balance of Materials and Cash

Distribution of the Balance
. SO 77) . O4MUNJV

Amount Amowfl

materials

10



Balance Cash:

SUBTOTAL , . . .

~flU~ULI~ .__ — .__

6. Signatures

We, the undersigned, certify that the above mentioned scheme has been completed in all
respects and the information provided above are true to the best of our knowledge and
understanding:

Signature of VWSC representative:
Name:
Designation
Date:

Signature of SO representative:
Name:
Designation:
Date:

11



7. Portfolio Manager’s Assessment/Recommendation(to be filled
by PM)

Submission date of proposal to STAC

I
2
3

Date of Final Approval by STAC

Date of Submission to Resident Mission

Date of Return from Resident Mission

Date forwarded to SO & WUC for signature

Date of contract return from SO

Date of First Payment:
Date of Part Payment:
Date of Balance Part Payment:
Date of Second Payment:

1. All the information provided above are true
2. Not all the information provided above are true

If 2, please indicate the information that need changes or update
a)..
b)..

The scheme has been site verified and the information received is not / is different that the
information mentioned above.

Therefore,

I recommend for final payment
I do not recommend for final payment and suggest the following is complied by the SO:

a)
b)

The above mentioned are fully complied by the SO / WUC by (date) . Therefore, I
recommend for the Final payment.

Signature of Portfolio Manager
Name
Date

Endorsement by Head of Operation Unit
Name
Date

Approved by CTA/CED
Name
Date
C ~3SñmOfli~Jmppredoc

12



TAB H

UP Rural Water Supply and Environmental Sanitation Project (PMU), Lucknow.

Scheme Completion Report (Prefix to ICCR)
(To be completed by Portfolio Manager)

With reference to the attached ICCR, the following represents confirmation/ or discrepancies
with the report based on my observation! or that of SA assisting in monitoring of the
completion of the scheme.

Portfolio Manager,

date

Item of ICCR Data confirmed (Yes! No) Discrepancy if any

1. Time span agreed vs. actual
completion

2. Contracted/ negotiated cost

3. Technical! salient features

4. Layout

5. Sketch map

6. Fund collection

7. Proposal submission

8. Payments

9 Software activities undertaken in
villages

10. Sanitation activities

II Other software



Item of ICR Data confirmed (Yes! No) Discrepancy if any

HESA! NFEJWDI
12. Promotional features

13. VWSCs

14. O&M plan

Inputs
15. Total cost of scheme (actual costs)

16. Community contribution (actual)

a. Cash

b. Labour

17. Personnel costs

Impact
18. Present water supply after new

scheme

19. Impact on Environment

20. Problems encountered during
Implementation

21. Remaining balance of materials and
cash

22. Other remarks/ Comments based on
site performance

PMU, DPMU



1. Name of community

2. Date

3. Reported by
(DPMU/ SA)

4. Name of SO providing Support

FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS

1. Decentralising RWSES

1.1 How many meetings of VWSC were held? Participation % of
- VWSC members
- Other Community members
- SO representatives
- women
- SC/ST

1.2 What is the composition of your VWSC? How many women? How many
representative of each caste ? Are all clusters represented?

TAB I

Process Monitoring Focus Group

Questions - Planning Phase,
Community Level

1.3 Do all women members and other castes participate in regular meetings?



1.4 What decisions has the VWSC taken ? What decisions has the SO taken?

1.5 What are your experiences with the SO? (note level of autonomy)

1.6 Note level of self confidence among VWSC members

[] high

Describe.

0 good ~ fair poor fl very poor

2. Local planning and ownership

2.1 Note level of knowledge regarding management principles of the project, e.g.

CAP Plans; O&M Collection; Capital Cash Contributions; Role of VMWs.

2.2 Are there any local knowledge or indigenous practices incorporated into your
scheme design?

2.3 What planning activities did you carry out and how?



2.4 How are you raising the capital cash contribution and O&M funds? How do you
plan to do so in the future?

3. Role

3.1

of women

How are women active in the project?
In tapstand groups (how)

In the VWSC (how)

In community monitoring (how)

Others (describe)

3.2 Are women active in HESA, WDI and NFE sessions? (how)

3.3 What decisions have women taken and which have been taken by men?

3.4 Have the women formed any credit and saving groups or other such groups and
how active are these?

3.5 How the project interventions have helped the women to solve their problems
related to sectors other than water and sanitation?

3.6 How the men feel about women’s involvement in the project?



3.7 Had there been a freedom to change, what changes the women would like to be

made in the project norms and procedures?

3.8 What the women feel about the adequacy of assistance provided by the SOs?

4. Participatory decision making

4.1 In designing your scheme and other plans, which decisions are being taken by
you and which by SOs?

4.1.1 Did you prepare the community map yourselves? Please tell us how it
happened.

4.1.2 How many technical options did you discuss? Can you remember them.

4.1.3 What problems did you identify in your community?

Source disputes
Bad drainage
Erosion
Insanitation
Health
Others



4.1.4 Did you develop your own scheme layout? What technologies will you

incorporate?

Water Supply

* Sanitation

- Latrines

- Solid waste

- Drainage

• Environment

* Others

4.2 How many sessions have you attended with SO and how many meetings have
you had on your own?

4.3 When did the SO start work in your village?

4.4 When did the following events happen in your village:

• Formation of VWSC
• ‘Agree-to-Do’ meeting
• Finalisation of CAP

4.5 What do people know about cost sharing in your village”?

4.6 Do you receive ‘Swajal Samachar’ regularly i.e. every quarter?

Remarks! comments! suggestions:



Name of SO

Date

Reported by _____________

(DPMU/SA)

FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS:

1. Decentralising RWSES

Village:

1.1 What difficulties as an SO are you facing in starting up the project activities?
Why? Mention all staffing or management problems you are having.

1.2 How has this project changed your roles, if any, in providing RWSES services?

1.3 How do you think that role of Government has changed in this project?

1.4 Have you been building on (strenghtening) existing local groups in the village, if
any? How?

TABI
Process Monitoring Focus Group

Questions - Planning Phase
SO Level

1.5 Is this approath beneficial? If yes, in what way?



2. Local Planning and Ownership

2.1 How often are VWSC meetings taking place? Do you feel the group will
continue after the project? What factors will influence this?

2.2 Were there any disputes so far related to the project? If so, how were they
resolved or why are they still pending?

2.3 Have villagers developed plans for collecting O&M fund ? What are their plans?

2.4 How useful are the tools for VWSCs, eg. community monitoring tools

- Community mapping

- Time use exercise

- Healthy home exercise

- Visit/meeting registers,

- Others

3. Role of Women

3.1 How many women and how many men are involved in active planning ? At
cluster level and at VWSC level?

3.2 Are women active in Tap Stand committees, HESA sessions, WDI sessions,
NFE sessions? Describe.

3.3 What decisions have women taken and what are being taken by men?



3.4 What is the role of women in Monitoring & Evaluation? Has healthy home or
other PRA/ SARAR activities thanged their self esteem or status in the eyes of
others? Describe.

3.5 How the project interventions have helped the women to solve their problems
related to sectors other than water and sanitation?

3.6 How the men feel about women’s involvement in the project?

3.7 Had there been a freedom to change, what changes the women would like to be
made in the project norms and procedures?

4. Participatory Decision Making

4.1 What types of CAP activities are being done by communities and which by SOs

4.2 What are the types and quantity of decisions about technology options being
made by community as part of CAP? Is the first draft scheme layout made by
the community or by the SO?



1o~

4.3 What is the duration of CAP process and how many sessions have been
conducted uptill now? Until the end of the Phase?

4.4 What participatory tools have been used as a part of the CAP? Enlist.

4.5 How have they worked?

4.6 Have any indigenous practices or knowledge been incorporated in plans? How

4.7 % households participating in CAP __________________________

% households contributing for O&M __________________________

% households participating in community monitoring ____________

4.8 % women participating in CAP __________________________

% women contributing for O&M _________________________

Remarks! comments! suggestions:



TAB J

Name of SO

Date

Process Monitoring Focus Group

Questions - Implementation Phase
SO Level

For Which 2 villages

Village # 1. ________

Reported by : ________________________ Village #2. ________________

(DPMU/ SA)

FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS:

1. Decentralising RWSES

1.1 What is your role in the implementation phase ? What problems are you facing -

staffing/ management.

1.2 What do you think is the role of villagers in this phase?

2. Local Planning & Ownership

2.1 How often are VWSC meetings taking place?



2.2 How are the decisions taken in VWSC meetings? (% of people participating in decision
making).

% of men
% of women

2.3 How are the contributions for cash/labour decided in the VWSC?

2.4 Have any plans been discussed for O&M after construction? Describe.

2.5 What percentage of households are active in trench digging or drainage digging?

2.6 How have you involved villagers in procurement of non local materials?



3. Role Of Women

3.1 What is the number and percentage of men and women actually participating in the
construction work?
% men
% women

3.2 How is community monitoring taken up by the women in the villages? Describe.

3.3 Which of the participatory tools have proved effective for encouraging participation of
women?

Remarks! comments! suggestions:



TAB J

1. Name of community

2. Date

3. Reported by
(DPMU/ SA)

4. Name of SO providing Support

FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS

1. Decentralising RWSES

1.1 How many meeting of VWSC were held? Participation % of
- VWSC members
- Other Community members
- SO representatives

1.2 In organising construction what decisions has VWSC taken? What decisions
has so taken?

Process Monitoring Focus Group

Questions - Implementation Phase,
Community Level

1.3 Have you been involved in procurement. Please describe in detail.



1.4 What is the role of SO in implementation process ? What is your role as the
community?

1.5 Have there been any changes during Implementation in the design finalised by
you? If so, why?

2. Local Planning and Ownership

2.1 What activities have been undertaken by you for starting construction work?

2.2 After construction, what plans do you have to continue for O&M collections?
Please describe in detail.

2.3 How have labour contributions been planned for the construction work?

2.4 Have any plans been discussed for the protection of source’?

3. Role of Women

3.1 What is the number and proportion of women in construction work?



3.2 What role are women playing in community monitoring dunng this phase?

3.3 What decisions are taken by women and what by men in the meetings?

3.4 Are the women involved in any training ? What kind:
- Technical
- Income generation
- Health and Environment sanitation
- Others

Remarks! comments! suggestions:



TABK

IMPACT MONITORING TOOLS

Collection of Baseline Health Data

Introduction to Health KAP & Time Use Study

The following survey format is meant for use by Community Worker (preferably a women). It covers
changes in health status and practices, as well as time savings information.

A sampling approach is suggested in Annexure I. SOs will incorporate other participatory tools to
gather information provided by villagers and accompanied by the SO’s own observation.

Guidelinesfor HealthKAP & Time Use Study

1- 30%of theschemesof eachSO& 20%of the populationin eachschemehasto be studied.
2- Populationis to be selected randomly. (SeeAnnex 1).
3- This study hasto be initiatedafteryou haveestabhshedrapportin thevillage& community mappingis done.
4- The atmosphereat the time of the survey hasto be informal.
5- The date and time shouldbementionedon eachform.
6- Questionno. Ito 6 should beaskedinformally.
7- For Questionnumber9, the respondentshouldbe askedwhetheror not shecanread theform. If shecan, then

you askher, theeducational qualifications.
8- For Questionnumber11. accompanythewomento thesource.
9- In Questionnumber11.10 total numberof tnps madein a day areto becrosscheckedwith numberof trips made

in last 24 hoursby all membersof thefaimly.
10- The quantity of water filled by a child /tnpwill differ from that of the adult, on an average the water filled by

the women/trip hasto betakeninto consideration.
11- You shouldmeasurethe quantityof water in thewomen’scontainerwithyour own container
12- Forquestionnumber14, first ask the seasons(rains, summer,winter). Thenbring it down to the two main

monthsfor example Disease‘x’ is mostcommonduringrains. Ask the respondentwhetherit is in thebeginning
of rainyseason,towards theendetc. Tius wayyou will beable to bring it down to exacttwo months.

13- Don’t give optionsin questionnumber16.
14- Tick “Yes “ only if the respondentgivesthe correctmethod.One singlemistakeshouldbe takenas

‘No’in questionnumber18.
15- For ifihing theinformation in questionnumber19, askfor health/ iminunisationcards.
16-. The questionson ‘Personal, DomesticHygiene& EnvironmentalSanitationareto befilled by observation.’



Format for Health KAP & Time Use Study

1. District 2. Block

3 Village Name

4. Name of SO Interviewer Mn Ms

5. Designation of Interviewer

6. Household No (Identify from Community Map),

Caste

7. Respondent (talk to adult male only if Adult Male (Name) Adult Female (Name)
there are no adult females)

8. Main Sources of Income of household

Agriculture Service Business Daily Labour Others(Mention it)

(Kindly tick)

9. Education level of Respondent Illiterate Primary Secondary Higher

Request respondent to read questionnaire, only if able to read ask education level & fill appropriate

box.

10. Household size:

Adult Children 5-15 yrs. Children < 5 yrs.

Male

Female

Total

A. General DateS

B. Water Collection



1 IA. Water collection (Hauled Water Only)

Purpose

Drinkin~ Cooking Animal Use Bath! Laundry
Source I Source II Source I Source II Source I Source II

/Ghadhera /Rwer

(months)

source (mm)

source (mm)

= a+b+c+d (mm)

per tnmp (litres)

made by your household

day! household (to
interviewer in litres)

* Walk with respondent to the source and record time to and from source, and waiting and filling time.
Also observe source area and fill* a. 29
Measure the respondents water container(s) used to haul water.

11 B. Water used at source:f Purpose



111 Source(s) type
(Source type Naula /Ghadhera (River
ISpnngmandpumpfWelllothers)

Animal Use Bath Laundry
Source I Source II Source I Source II Source I Source II

11.2 Source name

11 3 Availability of source (months)

11 4 Walking time to source (mm)

(a) *

11 5 Waiting time (mm)
(b)

11 6 Return time from source (mm)
(c) *

117 Activity! task performing time
(d)

11.8 Total time per trip = a+b#c+d (mm)

11.9 Total no of tnps made by your household
in last 24 hours

* Walk with respondent to the source and record time to and from source, and waiting and filling time.

12. Generally who collects water in your household ? Write number of trips made in a day by
each person (cross validate with 11.10).

Adult Children

Male
Female
Total



C. Diarrhoea & ORS
13. In the last I month, how many people in your household have suffered from the following

diseases:

DIseases Children < 5 yrs. Children 5-15 yrs. Aduft

Male Female Male Female Male Female

Diarthoeal chseases

Skin infection

Eye infection

Typhoid

Jaundice

Malana

Worm infestation

14. In which months do the following diseases occur most

Diseases Months! Seasons

Diarrhoeal diseases

Skin infection

Eye infection

Typhoid

Jaundice

Malaria

Worm infestation

15. Has any member of your household died of diarrhoea in the last year?

Children < 5 yrs Children> 5 yrs. Adult

Male

Female

Total

16. What do you think is the cause of diarrhoea?
(tick the following boxes unaided)



lL~~

Contaminated Dirty Flies! Traditional Other
water hands animals

(dogs,
chickens)

belief (specify)

17. ‘Mth what do you treat diarrhoea?
(tick the following boxes unaided)

ORS Traditional healer Health post Others

18. Do you know how to prepare ORS correctly?
Yes I I Nol I
(tick yes only if respondent is able to say the correct recipe for ORS)

19. Have your children (<1 yrs.) been immunised for the following (ask for a Health card)?

Yes No

BCG
DPT*
Polio Drops*
Measles

(* tick yes only if DPT has been administered 3 times (at 6 weeks, 10 weeks and 14
weeks) and Polio drops are given thrice

D. Personal Hygiene

20. How often do you wash the clothes?

Daily At least once a week At least twice a week At least once a month

21. How often do you take a bath ?

E. Sanitation
22. Where do you usually defecate?

(tick the following boxes unaided)



23. If the house has a latrine ask
Why did you build a latrine?
(tick the following boxes unaided)

27. How are infant/ child faeces disposed of?
(tick the following boxes unaided)

24.

25.

26.

Convenience

~

Cleanliness Health Pressure
from

others

Other

Who in your household uses the latrines?

Children < 5 yrs Children> 5 yrs. Adult

Male

Female

Total

If you build a toilet and the pit becomes full after some time, what would you do?
(tick the following boxes unaided)

Abandon the Cover the pit Cover the pit Build Other
latrine and later, reuse and later, plant another (specify)

as a compost a fruit tree latrine
fertiliser somewhere

else

If there is no latrine ask reasons for not building one.
(tick the following boxes unaided)

Lack of space No need Cannot afford No know Other
how

I Throw it in the I Throw it in the yard I Other (specify) I



yard and cover with ash

28. Please list the number of animals in your household

Name No.

29. Water quality (observe the source area)

Yes No

Standing water around source area

Human/ animal waste around source

Handpump/stand post has a platform



Checklist for observation (Health KAP Survey)

A. Washes hands

Before cooking

Yes _____ No _____

Before serving food
Yes ______ No _____

Before eating
Yes ______ No _____

After eating

Yes ______ No _____

A. Water storage

Container is covered

Yes _______ No ______

Cleans container with ash!

soap inside before filling it
Yes _______ No ______

Container is free of slime

Yes _______ No ______

Water stored is out of reach
of children

A. Waste water present
around the house

Yes _____ No ____

Animal/human excreta
present aroud the
house

Yes No

B. Washes hands with soap! ash B.

After defecation
Yes ______ No _____

After cleaning baby bottoms

Yes No

C. Finger nails clipped

Cooked leftover food is
covered

Yes _______ No ______

Place of cleaning utensils is
clean

Yes No_______

C. Children’s faeces are in the
house

B. Latrine usage by
adults

Yes No

C. Faeces around the pit
hole

Yes ______ No _____

D. Cows/ buffaloes kept inside

the house

Yes ______ No _____

Goats kept inside the house

Yes _______ No ______

Chickens penned inside the
house
Yes _______ No ______

Personal Hygiene Domestic Hygiene Environmental
Sanitation

Yes No_____

Yes _______ No ______

Yes ______ No ____

D. House has a compost
pit to dispose
domestic refuse

Yes _____ No



TabL

Community Monitoring Tool

GUIDE to Healthy Home Survey
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TabL

Community Monitoring Tool

GUIDE to Healthy Home Survey
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GUIDE to the Healthy Home Survey
A LEVEL ONE Impact Monitoring Tool

Required of all communities

The purpose of this activity is for a group of community women to decide among
themselves the ten or more attributes of a healthy home and then survey the homes
in the community and rate each according to the criteria they have chosen. The
steps are:

A group of women first brainstorm the features they consider to be important
in a healthy home. This might include a roof in good repair, good ventilation,
food properly covered jar, and so on. it is important that the facilitator be non
directive and let the women list whatever attributes they want. After they
have discussed the issue, they make a list of the ten or so features of a
healthy home. The attributes should be categorized into three main headings
of PERSONAL. DOMESTIC or ENVIRONMENTAL. A literate member of the
group can write the items on a flip chart or they may use available materials
sticks, beans, leaves as symbols.

2. The facilitator then introduces the cards with pictures of the attributes
selected by other communities in the project. The next activity is just to
familiarize the participants with the cards. They are asked to discuss each
one and see if they consider it very important, important or not so important.
They can then compare the list with the one they did earlier.

3. The participants are then given three tasks:

For the Personal Attributes:
They use a secret voting system to indicate how often they personally wash
their hands with soap each day, how often they bathe, and so on. The totals
are tallied and divided by the member of women to find the average for the
group. This can be done with hidden pocket charts or some other “secret”
ballot so that the group does not know how each woman answered.

For the domestic Attiibutes~
They inspect all the homes and decide whether each home is healthy or
unhealthy for that attribute, these scores are on depicted on large wall charts
so the community can see changes over time.

For the Environmental Attributes:
Participants are asked to walk around their community and observe. They
should rate the overall community and specific areas in the community as
“healthy” or “unhealthy” for that attribute.

4. The summary information should be made available to those SO staff who
are planning the hygiene education program for the community so they can
learn the most frequent unsanitary situations and target those for



educational programs. You will want to keep the individual home surveys to
use when you do the follow-up after the system is installed.

The survey should also be repeated six months to one year after the water system
has been installed. In that case, women should review their original criteria and see
if they still like their original list. They may wish to add some attributes but for
evaluation purposes, they must inspect for original attributes again.
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Village:

UP RWSES DATA COLLECTION FORM
SAMPLE Healthy Homes Survey REGISTERS

Household Number from Community mapping or Name of Household:

S.N. Attribute No. Homes Total Homes
HEALTHY Not HEALTHY

1. Food is kept covered
2. Fresh food is used
3. Hands washed after contact

with baby feces
4 Cooking area and utensils dean
5. Water carried and stored in a

clean container
6. Water not touched by hands in

collection or carrying
7. A smokeless stove is used
8. Vegetables and other foods are

washed with dean water before
eating

9. The house is well maintained,
and the roof is sound

10. The beds are clean and free of
insects

11. The courtyard around the house
is kept swept and clean

12. The house is well ventilated
13. Children are bathed weekly
14. Sleeping and cooking area is

free of flies, rodents, and
animals

15. The floor is clean (lipnu)
16. Children have all been

vaccinated
17. The sleeping area is separate

from the storeroom and kitchen
18. Children and adults do not

urinate or defecate in or near
the house

19. Household has a latrine
20. A separate place for disposal of

garbage
21. A separate pen for animals
22. Baby feces disposed of in

latrine or garbage dump

TOTAL



UP RWSES REPORT FORM
Environmental Attributes

S. N. Attributes Healthy Unhealthy
1. Specific places for garbage away from the

houses and water source
2. No defecation in or near paths where people
3. Children’s feces is disposed of in latrines or

garbage
4. Animals feces is cleaned from public areas
5. No stand water near houses
6. Water sources clean and free of standing water
7. Animals do not use the same water source as

humans
8. Private bathing areas for men and women
9. Public areas free of garbage, feces, and vermin
10. Latrine and water source near school

TOTAL:



UP RWSES REPORT FORM : Healthy Home Survey
of Personal Hygiene

S. N. Attributes No Answering
1. Wash hands with soap/ ash after

defecation
2. Wash hands with soap before

preparing food
3. Bathe and wash hair once a week
4. Clean teeth daily
5. Use a latrine for urination
6. Use a latrine for defecation
7. Wear shoes when going to urinate

or defecate
8. Cuthng nails

TOTALS:

Number of women participants:
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Purpose:

The community mapping exercise is an essential planning and monitoring tool so it should be
undertaken with broad community participation. If the community is large, smaller maps can
first be made at the cluster level, to ensure participation and achieve a level of adequate detail.
There should be representation of women and men of all castes, and ethinicities. It should be
done at a time when people are not rushed. The community map is one major tool of the CAP
Process, but it is also needs to be integrated with other tools which break down issues related
to environment, health, and their relation to water supplies and sanitation into manageable
learning activities. Maps are an investigation tool, a planning tool, and also an M&E tool. As a
community monitoring tool, maps made before and after the scheme provide a major vehicle
for enhancing community management.

During Prefeasibility, maps were made by the SOs to help identify villages. Later, SOs will
prepare maps again as part of Feasibility studies. Those maps provide the formal data for
making decisions and are the source of Impact data.

Community Maps are for use by the villagers to enhance their own management and
decision-making, but obviously if there are discrepancies with the PVMs these should be
sorted out in discussion with the villagers. At first, villagers develop a draft if necessary using
the ground, drawing on sandy soil or soil and using found objects to represent different
features of the map. In most cases, villagers will prefer to work directly on posterboard. Sets of
multi-colored markers and/or crayons are needed, along with varying sizes of black markers. It
is preferable to use several sheets of posterboard so the map is of sufficient size to show
details and to promote effective interaction between villagers.

Several kinds of maps can be made, the first detailing the existing situation at each cluster,
including detailing of habitations. These can be summarized in the overall village map, or if
there is space, all details should be included.

Have several sheets of newsprint and makers available before you start.

How to conduct the exercise:

1. Go to a high elevation where you can see the whole community or if possible, walk
around the boundaries of the community determine what the outer limits are. As you
walk, discuss with community members the layout of the community and notice any
water sources, sanitation problems, or geographical features. Make cluster maps first if
necessary, according to the size of the community. Take care that no cluster is left out
specially the SC/ST and women in particular.

2. Overall village map. The mapping must be done by community members only, with
guidance from the community facilitator. The J.E. can also be present, but should
remain an observer.

3. Ask the group to use the materials to make a map to represent their community.



4. The mapshould include:

- the boundaries of the community

- any major geological features such as hills, rivers, forests, roads, irrigation
canals, level grounds, etc.

- important community centers such as temples, government buildings, power
and telephone transmission lines, health centres, sports fields, and similar
facilities

- all water sources and the number of months each has water indicated. The use
of these sources for irrigation and/or drinking water should be marked on the
map. Water sources include springs, streams, rivers, lakes, naulas, canals,
tanks. Potential water sources for further development should also be marked.

- any incidence of soil erosion, afforestation and deforestation should be noted.

- locations of all houses and number of people living in each (use the attached
sheet)

- ethnicity! castes of all houses

- location of main defecation areas of men and women, and areas for solide
waste disposal, existing drainage facilities

- location of any other areas the community identifies as unsanitary such as
garbage dumps, swamps, ponding, unsanitary canals, etc. should be noted.

- land use patterns, such as agricultural land, forest, grazing, barren and land for
habitations. Major vegetation covers should also be noted.

- estimate of the amount of time it takes to walk, come back from each household
to source as well as congestion time at the source.

The maps, together with a sample wall chart on village demogrophics, can be kept in the
VWSC office or with a VWSC person assigned to take care for them and bring them to
meetings. The communty census activity can also be used to gather demographic information
and indicated on the maps. That data can be shown on the map but also transferred to a
poster, as per the chart on the next page.

A social map and a problem map can also be prepared. On a social map, villagers would be
free to indicate anything they wanted about the village and its people. They can mention
problems, needs, incidents that happened, festivals and social activities, and how people use
different parts of the village. The main community map can also be used to discuss specific
problems in the existing situation. These may be with regard to water deficiencies, water
quality, human and cattle waste disposal and drainage, fodder and fuel wood collection and
deforestation, water ponding and mosquito breeding, erosion and deforestation in the water



catchment, economic problems. However, maps are not the only tool, but should be used in
conjunction with other tools.

In terms of community monitoring, maps made before the scheme and afterwards become one
vehicle by which villagers track progress, especially with regard to physical changes. Other
tools help to link these more to health and behavioural practices, and also to the environment
and change in status of women, and the population as a whole.

More detailed maps (prepared by technical staff) are desrcibed as part of the Feasiblity
Studies (See technical manuals). These include detailed land use studies. To the degree
possible, information from these maps should also be shared with villagers to help them
assess their situation in tems of land uses, vegetation covers, erosion assessment, soil types,
etc., before and after the project.

Use of Maps for Planning is discussed in Training and Technical Manuals. It is also possible to
use maps showing the CAP plan as a before and after assessment tool, or community
monitoring tool. A wall chart could also be made showing what exists, what is planned, and,
after time, what was achieved.



Sample VWSC Chart

1. House, population and woman headed household by Caste:

Caste No. of houses by Caste No. of population by Caste No. of woman headed households

2. Total population:

Male Female

a. Below 10 years
b. l0tobelowl5 years
c. 15 to below 50 years
d. 50+

3. List on depict major problems! resources identified during mapping:

\\5
cz~
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Time Use Exercise

Definition:

This exercise is used to help women identify their own time use pattern in a day and thereby
their time availability for new activities, before and after scheme completion.

Purpose of the exercise:

To determine the tasks women perform, the sequence in which they do them, how long each
activity takes. This exercise will also help to understand women’s! men’s specific activities,
which time of the day women/ men can be free to attend meeting, training, etc. Furthermore,
this will also help to identify where to introduce time saving methods. This will help to monitor
the change in activities and time allocation if it is carried out before and after the
implementation.

How to conduct the exercise:

This exercise can either be done by using cards or just by finding at our asking them to
systematically describe their activities from morning to evening and they will also give the
approximate time for each activities. Atleast ten households need to participate. If the
community is small, all household can participate. If women are not used to hours they can
indicate in terms of whole morning, half a day, from noon to evening, evening to night. The
facilitator will have to help with this and translate that time into hours and minutes after
discussion with women.

The exercise is repeated after the construction of water & sanitation. Women analyse and plan
how time will be used, and differences noted.

Cards should be prepared that depict different tasks which women perform during their daily
routines.

1. Lay the cards on the ground

2. Ask each member of the group to sequence the cards by the order in which they
normally perform the activities. Provide blank cards for drawing any extra choice the
women may describe. Record similarities & differences between the responses of the
participants.

3. Next, provide the group with match sticks. A full match stick represents one hour; a half
match stick represents one half hour. Ask the group to determine how long each chose
takes by planing match-sticks on the respective cards

4. Discuss the findings with the group & let them summanse what was learned.

A wall chart (which can be placed at VWSC’s meeting venue) can be prepared to summarise
these activities and to find out which are the most time consuming activities. A repetition of this
exercise before and after the construction of water scheme will help the community to find out
the change in their time use pattern and how efficiently are they able to utilise the time saved.



Checklist of Activities

- Water collection
- Fodder collection/ Fuel collection
- House cleaning
- Animal care
- Making dung patties
- Cooking
- Washing utensils
- Washing clothes
- Child care
* Agricultural activities
- Rest during day
- Socialising
- Income generating activities
- Developmental work
- Sleeping at night
- Other activities
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Time Use Exercise

Definition:

This exercise is used to help women identify their own time use pattern in a day and thereby
their time availability for new activities, before and after scheme completion.

Purpose of the exercise:

To determine the tasks women perform, the sequence in which they do them, how long each
activity takes. This exercise will also help to understand women’s/ men’s specific activities,
which time of the day women/ men can be free to attend meeting, training, etc. Furthermore,
this will also help to identify where to introduce time saving methods. This will help to monitor
the change in activities and time allocation if it is carried out before and after the
implementation.

How to conduct the exercise:

This exercise can either be done by using cards or just by finding at our asking them to
systematically describe their activities from morning to evening and they will also give the
approximate time for each activities. Atleast ten households need to participate. If the
community is small, all household can participate. If women are not used to hours they can
indicate in terms of whole morning, half a day, from noon to evening, evening to night. The
facilitator will have to help with this and translate that time into hours and minutes after
discussion with women.

The exercise is repeated after the construction of water & sanitation. Women analyse and plan
how time will be used, and differences noted.

Cards should be prepared that depict different tasks which women perform during their daily
routines.

1. Lay the cards on the ground

2. Ask each member of the group to sequence the cards by the order in which they
normally perform the activities. Provide blank cards for drawing any extra choice the
women may describe. Record similarities & differences between the responses of the
participants.

3. Next, provide the group with match sticks. A full match stick represents one hour; a half
match stick represents one half hour. Ask the group to determine how long each chose
takes by p’aning match-sticks on the respective cards.

4. Discuss the findings with the group & let them summanse what was learned.

A wall chart (which can be placed at VWSC’s meeting venue) can be prepared to summanse
these activities and to find out which are the most time consuming activities. A repetition of this
exercise before and after the construction of water scheme will help the community to find out
the change in their time use pattern and how efficiently are they able to utilise the time saved.



Checklist of Activities

* Water collection
- Fodder collection/ Fuel collection
- House cleaning
- Animal care
- Making dung patties
- Cooking
- Washing utensils
- Washing clothes
- Child care
- Agricultural activities
- Rest during day
- Socialising
- Income generating activities
- Developmental work
- Sleeping at night
- Other activities
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Purpose:

To involve local people in ranking the relative wealth and poverty of families in the community
based on their own criteria, for purposes of helping the VWSC better targeting project
assistance, and to enable the community to understand who are the most needy and poor
people in the community and how they can be benefited must.

How to conduct the exercise:

1. Write down the name of all the households on different cards as identified by the

community map.

2. Select an elderly community member and ask him to rank different families in the

community on basis of comparison.

3. Ask him the criteria on which he is ranking different households. These will be the
criteria which he feels are important for a person to be wealthy, it can be land, money,
cattle, agriculture, serving out, owning a tractor, owning a water pump etc.

4. These criteria can be listed down and prioritised accordingly.

5. This exercise can be repeated on few other community members.

This information can then be used to categorise the most needy people in the village and
community/ VWSC can accordingly help them by emphasising activities in support of these
people.



MONITORING & EVALUATION SUMMARY

Focus What to Monitor Indicators MethodslTools Responsibility

Improvements in
Health & Hygiene
situation

-Water storage
practices
-Personal hygiene
-Domestic hygiene
-Environmental sanitation

-Waterconsumption
-Water source

-Awareness of Disease
transmission routes

-Absence of slime in water
-Water container covered
-Washes hand with ash/soap alter defecation
-Cooked food is covered
-Latrine use by children & adults
-Absence of children faeces around house
-No stagnation ofwater around house
-Per capita consumption of water
-Use of protected water source

-Prevalence of diarrhoea
-Skin & eye infection
-Worm infestation
-Participation in PrimaryHealth Care (PHC) activities

Healthy Home survey

Health Baseline Data
(KAP)

—

Community members
with SO facilitation

Data collection by SO
community worker) and
Analysis by DPMU staff

Economic Benefits -Time savings -Total time spent per household per day Inwater collection
-Time taken per trip
-Increased vegetable production
-increased participation in income generating activities
-More leisure time
-8CR

-Time Use Analysis
-Wealth Ranking
Exercise
-KAP

Community with
facilitation of SO staff

Environmental Sanitation -increased sanitation
awareness

-No waste water around houses
-Use of compost pits
-Proper drainage
-Use of latrines
-Absence of faeces
-Tree plantation
-Source protection/fencing

Healthy Home Survey Community with
facilitation of SO staff

impact on women -Gender Awareness
-Time savings
-Development of skills for
Income generating activities

-Reduction in work load
-Women are in position of authority
-Increased opportunities for income generation
-Linkages with other groups

Time Use Analysis Community with
facilitation of SO staff

Sustainable Water
Supply schemes

-Knowledge & skills regarding
sustainable water supply
-Management abilities

-Collection of regular 0 & M fund
-No of repairs undertaken

Process and
Performance Monitoring
Tools

DPMU & SO

TYPESOF MONITORING



Types Purpose Focus Frequency Responsibility Utility Methods/Tools
Performance
Monitonng

To identi1~,areaswhere
correctivemeasuresor
improvementsmayberequired

-Capacitybuilding
-Contractualcomplianceof
SOs
-Qualitystandardslaid down
forprojectoutputs

Two perphase DPMU -For
monitoringthe
performanceof
various
participating
agencies
-Formaking
payments

-Formats/
Questionnaires
-Field visits
-Meetings
-Observations
-Narrativereports

Process
Monitonng

To assessthecontent,
usefulnessandefficiency of
methods/toolsusedin service
deliveiy

PMU, DPMU,
SO, VWSC

-Focusgroup
formats
-Meetings

Impact
Monitoring

To assesstheextentto which
theprojectobjectiveshavebeen
achievedandthefactorswhich
haveeffectedoutcome.

In the earlystageof
Planningphase;
After constructionof
watersupplyscheme

DPMU, SO,
VWSC

Community To enableusersmonitor their
Monitoring ownprogressasperobjectives

theyhavesetin their own
actionplanningandto study
thechangesin impactover

Strategic To determinewhetherthe
Momtonng objectivesof theprojecthave

beenachievedaswell as
broaderlessonswhich
contributeto sectorwork on a
regional& global level

Regularfortnightly or
monthlybasis

VWSC

After 1, 3 & 5 yearsof
completionof theproject

PMU

time.



TABA

Flow to fill the form:

• This form is to be filled by thePortfolio Managerbeforethe2nd paymentofPlanningPhase,
after verification from thecommunitylVWSC.

• Fieldvisit of atleast2 dayspervillage is requiredbeforefilling thisform.

• Portfolio Managerreviewsandverifiesprogressreportssubmittedby SOsby talkingto the
communityfVWSCmembers.

• TakethePlanningPhaseagreementandlist ofSOstaffandverify if thereis anychangein the
SO staff

• MeettheSO field staffto verify whethertheyare properlytrainedor not

• AtleastVWSC staffshouldhavebeentrained This shouldbe ascertainedby talking to the
VWSC staff. Note thedurationofthetrainingandnumberofmenandwomentrained.

• Verify with thevillagersabouttheSARAR toolsusedin thevillage, NFE activitiesstartedin
thevillage,numberoftapstandgroupsformedin thevillage



TABB

How to fill theform:

• This form is to be filled by thePortfoliomanagerafterhe attendsthe“Agreeto do” meeting
heldwith VWSC, SO staff- CDS, CF, CW, JE andcommunitymembers.

• This form is not to be filled in presenceofthecommunityandtheSO stafl~however,some
pointsin a smallhandbookcanbe notedduringthemeetingandlatertheform canbe filled
basedon theobservationsduring themeeting.

• Notecarefullyaboutthemannerin whichthetechnicaloptionsarediscussedwith the
community.



TAJ3C

How to fill theform:

• This form is to befilled by thePortfolio Managerbeforethe3rd paymentofPlanningPhase,
after verification from thecommunity/VWSC.

• Fieldvisit ofatleast2 daysper village is requiredbeforefilling this form.

• Portfolio Managerreviewsandverifiesprogressreportssubmittedby SOsby talking to the
community/VWSCmembers.

• MeettheSO field staffandcommunityto verify whetherthe cashcontributionhasbeen
madeor not.

• Verify whetherthewholecommunityhasparticipatedin theformulationofCommunity
Action Plansby talking to thevillagers. Askwhetherthecommunityis awareaboutall the
nineCommunityAction Plansandaretheyreadyto implementthem.



TABR

How to fill theform:

TheDPMU first visit informationreportform is to befilled by theDPMIJ/PMU staff whoeveris
first visiting thevillage andthe informationis to be obtainedinformally from the communityand
theSO staff. Theform canbe filled laterbasedon theobservationsandsomepointsnoteddown.
Atleastonewholedayvisit to thevillage is requiredfor filling this form. SO staffshouldalsobe
informally asked regardingvariousqueries



TAIBP

How to fill the form:

• This is a monthly reportingformatwhich is basedon theproject’sschemecycle.

A village wisereportin this formatis to be submittedby theSO staff to thePortfolio Managersin
theDPMUs ThePortfolio Managerswill write their commentson thesameform and sendit to
PMIJ for reviewingthemonthly progressof schemecycle activities.



TABD

How to fill the form:

• This form is to be filled by thePortfolio Managerbeforethe 1st paymentofImplementation
Phase,after verification from the communityfVWSC.

• Field visit of atleast2 dayspervillageis requiredbeforefilling this form

• Portfolio Managerreviewsandverifiesprogressreportssubmittedby SOsby talkingto the
community/VWSCmembers.



TABE

How to fill the form:

• This form is to befilled by thePortfolioManagerbeforethe2nd paymentof Implementation
Phase,after verification from thecommunity/VWSC.

• Field visit of atleast2 dayspervillage is requiredbeforefilling this form.

• Portfolio Managerreviewsand verifiesprogressreportssubmittedby SOsby talking to the
communityfVWSCmembers.

• AtleastVWSC staffandVMW should havebeentrained.Thisshould beascertainedby
talking to the VWSCstaff Notethedurationofthetrainingandnumberofmen andwomen
trained.

• Verify with thecommunitymembersabouthowmanyHESAsessionswereheld andwhether
theywereheldclusterwiseandwhat activitieshavebeenundertakenin them.



How to fill the form:

TABF

• This constructionmonitoringform is to be filled afterfield visit by a teamofSO’s Senior

Engineer,JuniorEngineeranda VWSC representative.

•

p



TABG

How to fill the form:

• This form is to be filled by thePortfolio Managerbeforethe3rd paymentof Implementation
Phase,after verificationfrom thecommunity/VWSC.

• Fieldvisit ofatleast2 dayspervillage is requiredbeforefilling this form

• PortfolioManagerreviewsandverifiesprogressreportssubmittedby SOsby talking to the
communityfVWSCmembers.



TABH

How to fill the form:

• This form is to be ifiled by thePortfolio Managerafterthecompletionofthescheme



TABI

How to fill the form:

• This form is to be filled during thePlanningPhaseby theDPMLJ. This form is not to befilled
i.nfront ofthevillagers.

• NumberofVWSC meetingsheldcanbe verified from the registermaintainedat theVWSC
level.

• This is mainly to recordtheprocesspartoftheactivitiesaccomplishedin thePlanningPhase

• This form is in two parts Oneis for theSOlevel andtheotheris for thecommunitylevel.

• Both theformsareto befilled basedon theinformal interactionsandtheobservationsin the
field



TABJ

How to fill theform:

• Thisform is to befilled duringthe ImplementationPhaseby theDPMU. This form is not to be
filled infrontof thevillagers.

• NumberofVWSC meetingsheldcanbe verifiedfrom theregistermaintainedat theVWSC
level

• This is mainly to recordtheprocesspart oftheactivitiesaccomplishedin theImplementation
Phase.

• This form is in two parts Oneis for theSO levelandtheotheris forthecommunity level

• Both theformsareto be filled basedon the informal interactionsandtheobservationsin the
field



.~

TABQ

How to fill the form:

TabQ containsthreeforms.First is anarrativereportformatfrom SOsto PortfolioManager,
secondis from Portfolio Managersto CounterpartPortfolio Managersandthird is aDPMU visits
madeformat. This is anarrativemonthly reportingformat,focusingon theprocesspartofthe
activitiesgoing in thevillage, which is to be sentby the SOto thePortfolio Managersin the
DPMU andPMs will sendtheir reportin thesameformatalong with their commentsto the
CounterpartPortfolio Managersassignedin thePMIJ alongwith a reporton visits madeby them
duringthat month.

TABA

How to fill the form:

• This form is to befilled by thePortfolio Managerbeforethe2nd paymentofPlanningPhase,
after verification from thecommunity/VWSC

• Field visit ofatleast2 daysper village is requiredbeforefilling this form

• Portfolio Managerreviewsandverifiesprogressreportssubmittedby SOsby talkingto the
communityfVWSCmembers.

• TakethePlanningPhaseagreementandlist ofSO staffandverify if thereis anychangein the
SO staff.

• MeettheSO field staffto verify whethertheyareproperlytrainedor not

• AtleastVWSC staffshouldhavebeentrained.This shouldbe ascertainedby talking to the
VWSC staff. Notethe durationofthetraining andnumberofmenandwomentrained.

• Verif~ywith thevillagersaboutthe SARAR toolsusedin thevillage,NFE activitiesstartedin
thevillage, numberoftapstandgroupsformedin thevillage.



T4BB

How to fill the form:

• This form is to be filled by thePortfolio managerafterhe attendsthe“Agree to do” meeting
heldwith VWSC, SO staff-CDS, CF, CW, JE andcommunitymembers

• This form is not to be filled in presenceofthecommunityandtheSO staff, however,some
pointsin asmallhandbookcanbe notedduringthe meetingandlatertheform canbe filled
basedontheobservationsduringthemeeting.

• Note carefullyaboutthemannerin which thetechnicaloptionsarediscussedwith the
community.



TABC

How to fill theform:

• This form is to be filled by thePortfolio Managerbeforethe3rd paymentofPlanningPhase,
after verificationfrom thecornmunity/VWSC.

• Field visit ofatleast2 dayspervillage is requiredbeforefilling this form.

• Portfolio Managerreviewsandverifiesprogressreportssubmittedby SOsby talkingto the
community/VWSCmembers.

• MeettheSO field staffandcommunityto verify whetherthecashcontributionhasbeen
madeor not.

• Verify whetherthewhole communityhasparticipatedin theformulation ofCommunity
Action Plansby talking to thevillagers. Ask whetherthecommunityis awareaboutall the
nine CommunityActionPlansandaretheyreadyto implementthem.



TABR

How to fill the form:

TheDPMUfirst visit informationreportform is to be filled by theDPMU/PMU staff whoeveris
first visiting thevillage andthe informationis to beobtainedinformally from the communityand
theSO staff. Theform canbefilled later basedon theobservationsand somepointsnoteddown.
Atleastonewhole day visit to thevillageis requiredfor filling this form SO staffshouldalsobe
informally asked regardingvariousqueries



How to fill theform:

TAIBP

• This is a monthly reportingformatwhich is basedon theproject’sschemecycle.

A village wisereportin this formatis to be submittedby theSO staffto thePortfolio Managersin
theDPMUs ThePortfolio Managerswill write their commentson the sameform andsendit to
PMIJ for reviewingthemonthly progressof schemecycle activities

—-



TABD

How to fill the form:

• This form is to befilled by thePortfolio Managerbeforethe 1st paymentof Implementation
Phase,after verificationfrom thecommunity/VWSC.

• Field visit ofatleast2 dayspervillage is requiredbeforefilling this form.

• Portfolio Managerreviewsandverifies progressreportssubmittedby SOsby talking to the
community/VWSCmembers.



TABE

How to fill the form:

• This form is to be filled by thePortfolio Managerbeforethe2ndpaymentof Implementation
Phase,after verification from thecommunityfVWSC.

• Fieldvisit ofatleast2 dayspervillage is requiredbeforefilling this form.

• Portfolio Managerreviewsandverifiesprogressreportssubmittedby SOsby talkingto the
community/VWSCmembers.

• AtleastVWSC staffandVMW shouldhavebeentrained This shouldbeascertainedby
talkingto theVWSC staff. Note thedurationofthetraining andnumberof menandwomen
trained.

• Verify with thecommunitymembersabouthow manyHESA sessionswereheld andwhether
theywereheld clusterwiseandwhatactivities havebeenundertakenin them.



TAIBF

How to fill theform:

• This constructionmonitoringform is to be filled afterfield visit by ateamofSO’s Senior
Engineer,JuniorEngineeranda VWSC representative.

•



TABG

How to fill the form:

• This form is to befilled by thePortfolio Managerbeforethe3rdpaymentofImplementation
Phase,after verification from thecommunityfVWSC.

• Field visit of atleast2 dayspervillage is requiredbeforefilling this form.

• PortfolioManagerreviewsandverifiesprogressreportssubmittedby SOsby talkingto the
community/VWSCmembers



TABH

How to fill the form:

• This form is to be filled by thePortfolio Managerafterthecompletionofthescheme



TABH

Row to fill theform:

• This form is to be filled by thePortfolioManagerafterthecompletionof thescheme



TABI

Row to fill the form:

• This form is to be filled during thePlanningPhaseby theDPMU This form is not to befilled
infront ofthevillagers.

• NumberofVWSC meetingsheld canbeverifiedfrom theregistermaintainedat theVWSC
level.

• This is mainly to recordtheprocesspartoftheactivitiesaccomplishedin thePlanningPhase.

• This form is in two parts.Oneis for theSO level andtheotheris for thecommunitylevel

• Boththeformsareto befilled basedon the informal interactionsandtheobservationsin the
field.



TABJ

How to fill the form:

• This form is to be filled duringtheImplementationPhaseby theDPMU. This form is not to be
filled infront ofthevillagers.

• NumberofVWSC meetingsheldcanbeverified from theregistermaintainedattheVWSC
level.

• This is mainly to recordtheprocesspartoftheactivitiesaccomplishedin theImplementation
Phase.

• This form is in two parts.Oneis for the SO level andtheotheris for thecommunitylevel.

• Both theformsareto be filled basedon the informal interactionsandtheobservationsin the
field.



TABQ

How to fill the form:

TabQ containsthreeforms.First is anarrativereportformatfrom SOsto Portfolio Manager,
secondis from Portfolio Managersto CounterpartPortfolioManagersand third is aDPMUvisits
madeformat. This is anarrativemonthly reportingformat,focusingon theprocesspartofthe
activitiesgoing in thevillage, which is to be sentby theSO to thePortfolio Managersin the
DPMU andPMswill sendtheirreportin thesameformatalongwith theircommentsto the
CounterpartPortfolio Managersassignedin thePMU alongwith areporton visits madeby them
during that month.








